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City News.

Holland
HOLLAND,

MIOH.,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

THE MARKETS.
J. G.

HUIZINGA, M.

D.

Wheat V buahel .........

*

Have

......

Buckwheat.

Physician an0 Surgeon,
now permanentlylocated In Holland.

la

and Beeidenoeon River Street, one door

Office

South of H. Meyer & Son's Mtuio Store,
where

I

B»t«i <4 advertUlDgmad* known on application.

Holland

oatt be
or

dm N«W8 Printing House. Van •mCE HOMS:

der Veen Block, Eighth St., Holland,Mich.

found day

night.

11:80 1 1.

6:80 U 0:00

U

Barley $ owt.
Corn V bushel .....................
Gate f» bushel .....................
88
Glover seed V bushel ...............
Potatoes V bushel.
Flour fl barrel.
Oornmeal, bolted, S owt .....
Oornmeal, unboltea, V owt.
.

9

ences at

.

ton.

Honey.... ...............
IQ® 19
Batter ....................
1A
Eggs fldoseu ...........
20
Pork ....................
AH and 7
Wood, hard, dry V cord
1 7ft <ft 9 00
Chickens, dressed, lb (live
6 ol. .
10
Beana V bnshel .................... 1 00
1 70

&

An Unexhaustible Supply

.

_

____
O
8#
0

CITY AND VICINITY.

The News

52 cents.

Thanksgiving day.

Work

preparatory to

nasium.

olflee has supplemented

humming.
of the earliestsettlers itf

land town are critlcallylll,Mrs. A.

Naber. The

Hol-

Kam-

latter Is

morning after 8 o’clock.

Contractor Ward informs us that
on the old chapCollege campus, two stories cf the new hotel at Macafitting It up as a gym- tawa Park are up, and that if the
weather favors him a little longer he

Hope

The Coming Week.

sold more dress goods than

any

Two Concerns

in

And yet

to look at

have

Town,

our Stock, one can scarcely see that any

impression has been made.

Our Stock

of

NOVELTIES
Is still large, and

must be

closed out, so

we

will

entirely

continue

Our 1-4 Off Sale
‘

- \

Another Week.
moment and

Just stop a

duction

means.

opportunity

of

It is

consider

what the above

simply this. That you

are given

re-

the

buying the most elegant French, German or

American novelties at exact cost

of

production.

In this Sale will be included, (as the past week):
60 cent All

A
on

Wool Henriettasand Serges

special feature of the

at

37i cents.

coming weeks will be 1-4 Off

BED FURNISHINGS, which includes Blankets, Com-

forters, Sheets,

Bed Spreads, etc.

A Fit Closing
For this Week9

s

Trade

-Will Be One of Our-

Ming

Saturday Night Sales.
until Eight P.

&

Is

_

one

country will be Instructed to refuse, all talented, and the speaker will no
consignmentsof venison for ship- doubt be greeted by a crowded house.

ment.

From Seven

the company. As they have
been here several times we trust they
Jimmie Williams, four-year-old son\ will be greeted with a full house. The
of landlord Williams of the City Ho- followingfrom theOwego Record
tel, fell down cellar Monday evening/speaksfor Itself: Mr. Labadlo did not
and broke his right arm.
rant nor tear a passion into tatters,
The Chicago Supply Store having nor did he, parrot-like, simply repeat
his lines and consider his duty done.
completed its canvass in the territory
surrounding Holland, has moved its He knows the happy mean and kept
it. Miss Rowell charmed her hearers
headquartersto Grand Haven.
by her appearance.
Dr. L. E. Best of Grand Rapids had
Church Items.
his horse stolen Wednesday afternoon.
Two fellows drove off with it, while Rev. E. Van der Vries of this cltf
ho was in a house visiting a patient.
has declined a call to Grand Rapids.
Rev. R. H. Joldersma has been calMessrs. Van dor Ploeg and Remingled by the First Reformed church of
ton opened their business course In
Chicago.
connection with the evening school
Theol. student J. Luxen of the
Tuesday evening with a class of
West.
Theol. Seminary has received
twelve.
call from Lansing,111.
The Scientific American of Nov. 10
The Western Social Conference

Secure your reserved seats early.

M.

In the U. S. court, Tuesday, Jacob
The semi-annual apportionment o
Kulte Jr. and William Van der Veere
primary school interest money has
of this city, charged with retailingolbeen made by SuperintendentPatteneomargerine without license, changed
gill on the basis of 68 cents for each
their plea from not guilty to guilty.
child of school age in the State. The
Having sold but one tub, they were
whole number of children included is
let off with a fine of $50 each. It
676,266 and the total sum apportioned
seems that a great many people get
181460,021. For Ottawa county it is
into trouble through ignoranceIn the
12,925 children and $8,782.20,apporlaw in ordering oleomargerine. For
tioned as follows:
instance, says Gen. J. G. Smith, colChildren. Amt
All those who were in the habit of attending onr Saturday lector of internalrevenue at Grand
506 t 344 08
night sales last summer will know what it means— (Un- Rapids, a wholesale merchaut will or- Allendale
886 92
569
381 48
561
heard of Values.) Store will be closed from 6:30 until der a tub of oleomargerine from Chic299 88
441
ago for a customer,and although the
7:00 p. m., to prepare for the sale.
.480 08
706
merchaut may never see the tub and
228 48
Grand Haven'Town338
Remember sale commences at 7:00 p. m. and lasts an hour. does not make a cent- on it, and does
1245 08
City 1831
794 92
not deal in the stuff, he is reported to Holland
1169
1234 20
1815
Washingtonby the Chicago sellers as
520 88°
. 766
buying the tub, and the Washington
401 88
. 691
authorities send a report to the dis564 88
816
trict about the matter, requesting Robinson
158 44
233
442 00
660
that it belqoked up. The merchaut Spring Lake
242 76
857
has violated the law as he has Tallmadge
320 88
471
no license to deal in the goods,
745 06
and “tJncie r8am” says.be does
deal in It when he orders it.
12915 $8782 20
Total

‘The Foremost Baking Powder
in all the World.”

t

A 7

1-2

etc., of

that they have so little “stickum.”

With an abundance of stock they aie
List ofj letters advertised for the absence of Mr. G. J. Diekema, who
expected that a very large fleet
enabled to*please everybody.
week ending Nov. 15, ’94, at the Hol- was to have presented a paper on
of vessels will lay up In Chicago the
“The Relation of the Church to tho
coming winter, to hold coal ior storage
Owing to the death of Miss Minnie land Post Office: Miss Betsy WarenCivil Law,” Prof. Beardslee filled in
and then take In grain for the open- LeFebre/and in rttognition of her life- dorp, Miss L. Vd Wal, Tannls Zuidewith one on the Revised Version of
ma.
ing of navigation.
long devotion to the cause of Christian
the
Lord’s Prayer. The following
G. J. Van Duben, P. M.
work in this community, the Y. M. C.
clergymen were in attendance: A.
Nunica is the Indian name for CrocA. social which was to have been held
Gov. Rich will recommend a change
Van den Berg, Overisel; W. H. Wilkery, and Crockery township in this
on Thursday evening was postponed in the election law, providing for
liamson and E. Winter, Grand Rapcounty derives its name from the fact
one week.
four counts of the ballots cast, by a
that pottery or earthenwarewas
Ids; W. H. Bruins, Coopereville; R.
separate board, at intervals of three
Joldersma and R. Duiker, Grand Rapfound at the mouth of Crockery The Chicago Tribune of Monday,
hours, so that the result can be known
creek.
has it that- Prof. N. M. Steffens, of
ids; J. Poppen, Jamestown; B. W.
within a few minutes of the time the
Lammere, Forest Grove; Fred J.
the Western Theol. Seminary in this
It is well enough to remember that
polls are closed.
Zwemer, Graafschap; J. P. De Jonge,
city, has been elected by the trustees
a committee of the W. C. T. U. wil
At
the recent election in Slomk Zeeland; J. W. Beardslee, H.G. Birch-*
of the German Theol. Seminary at
be at the rooms of the Y. M. C. A.,
Dubuque, Iowa, as successorto the county, Iowa, the Republican county1 by, J. Ten Route, and H. E. Dosker,
Satual ay afternoon,to receive donaticVct was elected by nearly 1,000, lolland;!!. J. Pleteopol, Ebenezer;
late Prof. Vanderlippe.
tions from our citizens for the Lumwith the exception of our friend E. C.
resident G.J. Kollen. Hope College.
bermen’s and Miner’s Mission in NorThe house on the old Werkman
Oggel, Democratic candidate for clerk
thern Michigan.
place on the Macatawa boulevard,
Personal Mention.
of the district court, who slipped in
owned by Messrs. Beach and Diekema,
Two druggists were arrested in
with a majority of 27.
Geo. W. Browning waste Grand Rawas burned Monday evening. It was
Grand Rapids this week for violation
pids
Tuesday.
unoccupied,valued at about $500, and
of the state pharmacy law, which
Ground is being leveled for G. J. aN
insured for $335. The cause is unArle Grevengoed spent Sunday with
makes it a misdemeanor to carry on a
Pessink’s new laundry building, west
known.
It is only a few months since
friends and relativesIn Grand Rapids.
of Brusse’s clothing store. It will be
drug store and compound and disthe barn was also destroyed by fire.
J. TeRoller, L. Schoon, G. Dalman,
an one-story frame building 20x50ft.,
pense medicines without the services
R.
Habermann, J. Kerkhof, and A.
During Monday’s storm, as the tug with au annex of 10x14. The contracof a duly licensed and registered pharVan
den Haar attended tlm county
Crpsby was towing a scow loaded with tor is E. Takken, and it is expected
macist.
canvass
from Holland city and town*
brick from GrandHaven to Milwaukee to be completed in about three weeks.
We refer our readers to the offer,
Tuesday.
the latter became loosened from the
which will be found on the second
The Supreme court of this state Is
ten-inch tow line 1,500 feet long and
Miss Susie A. Martin has returned
page, of the Weekly Inter Ocean and
drifted out in the lake. After the endeavoring to throw some light upon from a vislttoLaporte,Ind.
the News, both one year, for $1.50.
storm the Crosby instituted search, the requirementsof the election law
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Guilfoilof ManThe two papers go together nicely,
but
without avail. One person, with reference to the marking of bal- istee, were here Monday, in attendance
and will furnish good reading matter
lots. We hope they will succeed, but
Frank Leland, was drowned.
at the funeral of their mother, Mrs. O.
during the long winter evenings.
thus far they have only muddled up
Braam, Sr.
This offer is open to all subscribers
O. A. Stevenson has returned from
matters, and left them worse then
paying in advance,old or new.
Cba’s H. Clark, the re-elected regl*his visit east where he enjoyed a ever.
\ ter of deeds, was In the city, Wednes*
much-needed vacation from the conThe latest In furniture Is said to be
stant cares of business amid old
At the Wednesday afternoon shoot-' ddjr*
a parlor sofa, just large enough for
friends. The way ho recuperated ing of the Holland club, outof 25 shots \ G. J. Diekema spent part of tbt
two. Promptly at ten o’clock every
was bv visiting the leading eastern each, the following score was made: ffeek at Lansing.
night, It divides iteelf into two parts—
Jewelry houses and selecting as fine a Dr. Yates 9, Will Thomas JO, P. DelMiss Minnie Van Raalte Sundayed
one part lifting the young lady up any
stock of noveltiesfor the Holiday yea 18, Cbas. Harmon 18. It Is rumor- vlth her sister Mrs. B. D. Keppel ah
number of flightsof stairs and landtrade as ever dazzled the eye.
ed that an. invitation will be sent Irand Haven.
ing her gently In her chamber. The
to the Zeeland shooting club for
other part promptly kicks the young
Sheriff Keppel was in town SaturThe funeral of Mrs. J. K. V, Agshooting
match between the
man out the front door, off the front new, wife of the general superinday.
porch, through the front gate, to the tendent of the C.&W.M.R’y,who died clubs on Thanksgiving afternoon.
James Cook of Morley and bis brothgreat satisfactionof the girl's disturb- at Grand Rapids Thursday, was held
Monday’s storm has been rather se- er John of Grand Haven met in thla
ed father aod mother.
Sunday afternoon. The pall bearers
vere on the south pier of our harbor. city Wednesday. The occasion waa
were Charles M. Heald, S. R. ColloThe game laws of this state, with a
It knocked off the superstructureof the wedding of their brother Barney.
view of curtailing the wholesale way of Toledo, George DeHaveo, so much of the pier as extends beyond A. H. McComb, of Grand Haven,
William Alden Smith, J. E. Wyman
slaughter of deer during the hunting
the light house, leaving the latter in- was in the city Friday, visitinghla
of New York, and W. S. Morris of
season, forbid the exportation of venitact. Part of the work was washed half-brother,F. J. Bates. Mr. McComb
Richmond, Va.
son out of the state, and hold railroad
inside the harbor and was secured by enters the evangelistic work Sunday.
companies responsible for all venison
Joseph Cook, the eminent divine the life saving crew. The damage atEdgerton, under the directionof
found In transit. With a view of per- and platform orator, who “for a score cannot be repaired until next spring. the M. E. State revivalband.
fecting arrangements to prevent such of years has quickened the pulse of
shipments State game warden Hamp- Boston’s religiousand intellectual
ton has secured the hearty co-opera- life." will speak In this city Tuesday
tion of the C. & W. M. and the G. B. evening, Nov. 20. Subject: “The
& I. railroad officials.Railroad and Seven Modern Wonders.” It Is a rare
express agents throughout the deer privilege to listen to
so
It

We

enclosed before winter.

Cent Sale

A

Dr. Price’s

CreamBakingPowder

Will be the center of attraction.

Blendoo
Chester

Carried off

HIGHEST HONORS
. at

the

.

Crockery

Georgetown
“ “

World’s Columbian

“ City
Jamestown

Exposition,

Town

Olive
Polktoh.

*
.*

6. L Strung

Chicago,

U rtW.iT'

v

’

,

'>

Wriffht

& Son.

,

i

%
'.j-

.Vr?
.

he

pleased with the fine acting, costumes

contains an illustratedarticle on the held Its regular session in this city
Werkman, at present in the
state of Washington,has sent the
Bosman Brothers, the popular cloth- recent Invention of Bert Kamps, of Wednesday. Rev. W. H. Williamson
iers,
are among the live advertising Zeeland, Mich. It is an improved of Grand Rapids gave a Review of
Qrontvxt a box of fruit and vegetables
raised in that state. Size and quality merchants of this city, and they find burner to facilitate the burning of Douglass Campbell's “The Puritans
are A. No. 1.
ample returns for their public spirit. crude petroleum under steam boilers. in Holland and America, ^ and in the
R. E.

The past week has been one round of Hustle.

Monday

it

a first-class entertainment.
You will

con-

siderable trouble because of the fact

with a gasoline engine. From now on matters will go

will have

urday evening. They come for the

The new postage stamps give

is in progress

el building,

Don’t fall to hoar the Labadie-Rowell Co. at the Opera House this SaV-

notice Interest of the L. O. T. M. Hive and
Opera House, Satur- elsewhere, calls attention to her line the ladles will sell the tickets,which
are placed as low as is consistent with
of hair goods.

Joseph Cook, the famous Boston
lecturer, will be here on
Gov. Rich has issued his proclama- Tuesday evening,Nov. 20. Secure a
tion designatingThursday, Nov. 29, reserved seat at Breyman's, Monday
as

43L

Mrs. C. H. Harmon, In a

drew large audi-

suffering from a stroke of apoplexy.

Monday’s storm on Lake Michigan
was very severe.

to exist.

taking a lay-off of a few weeks.

its flew Job press

Two

trtil

NO.

The Holland furniture factory is

Sr.,

week.

per, and Mr. P.

Wheat

Van Putten

CooperevilleOfmver: Dr. P.
Meengs has rented D. O. Watson’s
residence, and moved into it this

.

8:00 P. H.,and Ground feed ......
23-l-2y Middlings V owt...
Bran V cwt

.

Lyceum

day.

1894.
The O. R. Eagle has ceased

_
J.

“Peck’s Bad Boy”

P.l.

fT

you ordered your turkey?

The condition of
Is not improving.

Rye....:.....

17,

m

kl..

••

•

M
m

-

'i.

.Aft'''- »*•>

hd

•'iif'.y

Holland City News.

For the ifou,*KDCrrr

!

Nkira.

I

Jar

The Common-Schools of the!0f Holland by

Orest Qrandtat

the Dutch. No’ tea

big bulky pills were in

County.
SATURDAY, tfOV. 17, im.
than 350 square miles of terrltor> now
occupied
by the Dutch have during
Holland,
Mich. QUESTIONS ON CIVIL GOVERNMENT
the past centuries been wrested from

general use. Like the

- -

FOR THE CHILDREN IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES.

THE

How many members In the House?
How many representativesin your
county?

Name the townships In your repre
aentatlve district.
niBKEUA.Q.J., Attorney at Law. Coll acHoci Who are to be your representatives?
promptly attended to. Office,orer First
Who is to be your senator?
State Bank.
What composes your senatorial discBRIDE, P. H.. Altorn'v B-al F.«Ut*and trict?
ifl Inearanoo.Office. McBri ie'e Block.
What is the salary of the legislaWhen Batavia was first invaded by
tors?
T>08T, J. C.. Attorney and Conoe.llnr at Law.
Do all receive the same pay?
JT Real Estate auc Colleotioue . Office,Pott'l
the legions of Rome, two thousand
Attorneys.

U

What amendments were voted upon
at the recent election?

Banks.

What

sy.

waged by the people against the encroachingwater by the maintenance
Qf an elaborate system of dyices. The
project which is now being considered
by the government of the Netherlands
however, will, If carried out, eclipse
in Importance all previous efforts of
the Dutch to reclaim the submerged
land. The work now contemplated Is
nothing more or less then the drainage of the Zuyder Zee (Southern Sea),
by which a new province,750 square
miles in extent and estimated to be
worth $130,000,000,would be added to
the Dutch dominions.

:

Block.

that decade, they
were big and clum-

the sea, and a continuous war is being

When does the Michigan LegislaK. O. T. M.
ture convene?
Creeient Tent, No. 68, meet* In K. 0. T. II
What will be one of Its first duHell it 7 90 p in., on Moudaynlgbt next. All
Mr Knights ere oordlelly lnnt*d to ettmd ties?
Fall
Cheepeet Life In-iareuoe Order known
Who will be the presidingofficerof
partlculen flfen on eppllcatiou.
the Senate?
Austin H siiRiXiTON.Commnndtr.
How many memliers in the SenW. A. Hollkt, R. K.
ate?

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

blunderbuss" of

action will the legislature
take upon these amendments?
r'lBST STATE BANK. Commercialaud Barr ink's Dep't I. Cappon.President. Germ How is the length of the session of
the legislaturedetermined?
W. Uokma, Gaefaier. Capital Stock $90,000.
How long may members introduce
TTOLL AND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial bills?
XJ. and Savings Dep't. J. Van Putten, Free..
Name the newly elected executive
O. Verso hare, Oeibier. Capital (took $50,000.

but

ineffec-

tive. In this century of enlightenment, we have

Dr,

Pierce’s

Pleasant Pel-

lets, which
cure all liver,

stomach ana

ing perfectly free-

bowel derangements in the
most effective

obstructions, such as pipes, flues

issist Nature
then, with a gentle,
cleansing laxative, thereby removing offending matter from the stomach and
bowels, toning up and invigorating the
liver and quickeningits tardy action,
and you thereby remove the cause of a
multitude of distressing diseases, such as
headaches, indigestion, or dyspepsia,
years ago, the region now covered by biliousness, pimples, blotches, eruptionc.
boils, constipation,piles, fistulas and
the Zuyder Zee was a forest district, maladies too numerous to mention.
in the centre of which lay a fresh waIf people would pay more attention to
ter lake named by the Romans Lake properly regulating the action of their
Flavo. This lake was probably the bowels, they would have less frequent occasion to call for their doctor’s
body of water designated latter on servicesto subdue attacks of dangerous
as the Yc8selmeer(“meer,” being the diseases.

a

little

etc.

now and

POSMAN BROTHERS.Men htLt

Tailorsand
Dealera in Beady Hade. Gent’s Fnrnlsbtng Goode a Specialty.

D

Dry

Goods and Groceries.

QBRT8CH. D..

Dealer In Dry Goode, Fancy
Gooda and Foraleblng Goode. Eighth Street.

D

uo JT

A KRAMER. Dealera in Dry Goode, Nodona, Uroocxiee,Flour, Feod.oto., Eighth

D

Street

VAN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dealera In
Dry Goode, Groce-iee,Crockery. Hate, and
Cape, Floor, Prodooo, etc. River Stmt

V

official

are practicallyindestructable, as

all

T'VOBSBUBG,J.

O.. Dealer In Drags and MedlPalnta and OIU. Toilet Articlea, Imported aod Domeetic Cigar*. Eighth Street
cloee,

and Lieut..Governor?

117 AL8B,

HKBER. Drnrgfat

Beyond the Zuyder Zee lies a chain of
islands which marks the ancient fronNew Mexico, Alaska, Oklahoma, tier of Holland, on the north. Midand Arizona are the only organized way between the outer chain of Isterritories. Indian territory has as
yet no organized government. The lands and the chief basin of the Zuyder Zee lies the Island of Wleringen,
same of District of Columbia.
The Great Lakes are high seas.
which It Is proposed to Join to the
Nicholasis czar of Russia, and bis land on each side by bugh embarkbrother, Grand Duke George, is namments, or dykes. If nothing further
ed the heir apparent.
Chicago was formerly called Ft. should be required but to pump out
Dearborn.
the water remaining within the emNew York is built on Manhattan bankment the problem would be a
Island. Area, 14,000 acres. Purchased of the Indians in 1626 by Gov. Min- comparatively small one. But the
lot for twenty-four dollars worth of River Yssel, which enters the Zuyder
scarlet cloth, brass buttons and other ZeeatKampen and still flows in Its
trinkets. The propertyof the city is submerged bed, must be provided for.
valued and taxed at more than 1,000
Accordingly the Dutchmen only promillions of
»
Gen. Cass, exasperated beyond en- pose to clip off four great “polders” or
durance at Hull’s surrender of De- reclaimed areas around the edges of
troit, snapped his sword in twain,
the puddle, and to leave the middle as
rather than disgrace himself by its
the Ysselmeer,giving its waters an essurrender.
Monroe defines “true politeness” as cape by means of locks aud sluices in
“rightrfeeliog, controlled by good the embankment. The locks will be

and Pharmacist;
afollatockoftoodaappertaining to the
bnilneea. City Dng Store, Eighth Street.

TV

Hardware.
XTAX OORT.

J.

B.

General Bird ware and
Prompt attendedto.

Eighth Street

Manufactories, Shops, Etc.
f?LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Mannfaotory and Blacksmithand Repair Shop.
Dealer in AgriculturalImplement*. River St.

T

T1 ONTLE Y. Av Practical MdohlnletMill arxi
XI Engine Repairs a apeolalty Shop on See•nth etreet near River.

Meat Markets.
TlBKRAKER&DB

ROSTER, DealersIn all
klndsoffYsihand Salt Meats. Market on

U

t

Silver

street.

WILL

VAN DEB VKKRE, Dealer In all Unde
of Fro*h and Salt Meate. Market on

VV

''Eighth

Street.

Miscellaneous.

v

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

dollars.

17EPPEL, T., Dealer In Wood and Coal. lath. common sense.”
IV shinglee, ealt, land and calcined planter.
The Holy Experiment, as the QuakCorner E ght and Cedar Street*.
er founder called it. consisted in es/"tR AND ALL. B. B.. Dealer in Fancy Notions, tablishing a ’‘free colony or Christian
Departmentand Basaar Goods and Tinware. communityon the basis of the Golden
Eighth Street.
Rule, which commands us to do unto
others as we wish them to do unto
Painters.
us”— a principlethat Penn thought
eveu
the North American savages
TVS! Ml AT, R., Honee, Carriage, and Sign
AJ Pnintiue,plain and ornamental paper bang- could understand.
Webster and Lewis Cass
ing. Shop at residence,on Seventh St., near B
R. Depot
were decendants of the early settlers
of New Hampshire.
Boots and Shoes.
Robt. E Lee was the son of Light
Horse
Harry Lee.
TI EROLD M Dealer in Boots end Shoes, sneThe inhabitants of Connecticut
IX eeaeor to E. Herold A Co.
drew up a constitutionmaking no
mention of either King or Queen of
Physicians.
England, or the English company
IfftEMF.hS.H.,Physician and Burgeon.Reei- holding the grant of the land and imJY denco on Taelftb trot, corner of Market. posing no restrictions on voting. It
Office at drag store, Eighth Street.
was in realitythe constitution of a republic. Today not only the United
Saloons.
DLOSI. C., Klv^r Street.Liquors, Wine and States but every state in the Union
D beer. Bottling Works next door. Order* has a written constitution, similar in
promptly delirared.
many respects to the one drafted in
Hartford in 1659. This may be called
Watches and Jewelry.
then the “parent” of jfll those that
1

DanM

.

t:

tanks and burners are made

of heavy polished brass. L You
make

no mistake In buying this

stove. Call and see them at

term

When do these boards meet?
Dutch engineers fof a century or
Address, World’s Dispensary MediWho issues certificatesof election? more. The project has now assumed cal Association,Buffalo, N. Y.
Was election day a holiday?
What are the qualifications for a practical shape, a roval commission
governor? Members of the legisla- having just completed a plan by which were but a few singles and pairs left
ture?
this stupendous work can be accom- as fugitivesin that vast coontry
What Is the salary of the Governor, plished at a cost of about $130,000,000. where but a year or two before they

Drugs and Medicines.

U

does their

guarantee them abso-

They are the only stoves that

That, of all known agents to accomDutch for “lake”), Into which flowed
be- a large river, the Yssel, the same pro- plish this purpose, Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pelletsare unequaled, is proven by the
gin?
bably, which Hamlet wanted to drink
fact that once used, they are always in
Who decides contested elections In
dry. Beginning with the year 1170 a favor. Their secondary effect is to keep
the state?
Who could vote at the recent elec- series of inundations from the sea, the bowels open and regular, not to furtion in this state?
which continuedat intervals over two ther constipate, as is the case with other
pills. Hence, their great popularity,
Did U. S officers vote?
centuries, gradually covered the re- with sufferers from habitual constipation,
Did Chinamen vote?
gion, until, in 1395, the whole district piles and indigestion.
Did Indians vote?
A free sample of the “ Pellets,” U to 7
Who prepared the ballots?
had been permanently submerged.
doses) on trial, is mailed to any address,
What constitutes the county board
The problem of draining this Zuy- post-paid, on receipt of name and address
of canvassers? The state board of
der Zee has engaged the attention of on postal card.
canvassers?

When

interior

lutely free from smoke and odor.

officers of the state?

Clothing.

We

from

a

HOLLAND, MICH.

We have

received a

new and fresh

line

of

PLUSH AND CLOTH

6L0AIS AND JACKETS!!
ALL STYLES AND COLORS AND

IN

could have been counted almost by
the hundreds of thousands. At the
end of that season 800,000 buffalo
hides were shipped east from Glendive, on the Yellowstone River.”
Churches, llkelfemllies,says an exchange, may radiate an atmosphere
that is genial, cheerful and hope-inspiring, or depressing and gloomy. Very
much of the success of a church in attracting hearers to its services,and in
influencing a community,depends upon its possessing this spirit. Anything that Contributes to making the
prevailing tone of church services, of
the Sunday school and of the prayer

DERYEEN

E.VAN

New

Daily Receiving

Goods!!

Have You Seen Ou;

UNDERWEAR!
It

meeting cheerful and genial is not to
be despised. The day for dark, illventilated,and untidy churches is passed. A church building need not be
an expensive or elaborate structure,
but it should invariably have the same
air of brightness and cleanliness
available for the ships which may dewhich, In private houses, we associate
sire to enter Holland's new, or rather
with good housekeeping.We need
resurrected, lake. It has been calcuthe right sextons as much as trained
lated that the embankments can be
men and women in any work which
built in nine years; but it will require
demands a good ideal. And no contwenty-fouryears longer to complete
gregation can have too good music.
the entire work of drainage.
It should be the best within comThere is no prospect, therefore, that mand. Gospel hymns are excellent In
this gigantic enterprise will be inclutheir place, but the churches need
ded .among the triumphs of the nine- something richer and truer than they.
teenth century; but the conceptionis
The great harmoniesborn ot the rein accord with the beneficent utilitarformation, and of the musical genius
ian spirit that is characteristic of our
of God-endowed men are not too good
times. The nation which can con- for anv city or village congregation.
ceive and carry out an engineering No one who has ever attended a Profeat like the one under consideration
testant church in Germany can fail to
is far from having lost Its virility. be impressed with the enormous losses
Let no one smile derisively hereafter
our American worship incurs through
when he shall speak of the Dutch lack of a high ideal of what church
conquering Holland.
music should be.

Beats All Competition*

M. NOTIER,
ALSO A FULL LINE OF GROCERIES.
A Michigan Company

THE
PREFERRED

+ +

+

Organized by 100 Michigan Bankers.

\1

RAJikERS

Insuranceat cost upon the
“Gnarantee

LIFE

Ikene

System Plan.”

The Perfection of Natural Insurance,

ASSIRAACE

comm

ReferenceHolland City State Bank,
Holland, Mich.

Ira E. Randall, Sec’y.
A. O. Bement, Pres.

of LANSING. MICH.

THE INTER OCEAN
-IS TIIE-

Some people object to the enforceCol. Ingersol on the A. P. A.: “In
Most Popular Republican Newspaper of the West
ment of the fish and game laws of this this country I see no need of secret poAnd Has the Largest Circulation.
state on the ground that it is class litical societies.I think it better to
legislation, in that it deprives the fight in the open field. I am a belieDAILY (without Sunday) ...............$6.oo per year
“poor man” of earning a livelihood. ver in religious liberty,in allowing all
DAILY (with Sunday) ..................$8.oo per year
The object of these laws is to prevent sects to preach their doctrinesand to
by indiscriminate hunting and fishing make as many converts as they can.
Inter
[Ct
BY MAIL
the extermination of game, such as As long as we have free speech and a
PER YEAR ................................
.. ) S* 1
has been done in the case of the buffa- free press I think there is no danger
NEWSPAPER THE INTER OCEAN keep* abreastof the time* la III
loes. Says the ScientificAmerican: of the country being ruled by any
E N^LIT ERAT UR E.n ,eCurla* THE
“Hunters know that buffaloes will ne- church. The Catholics are much
ver unless forced cross the Iron of a better than their creed, and the same
railroad track, and this fact figured can be said of nearly all members of
largely in the extermination which orthodox churches.
majority of
these animals have snffered since the American Catholics think a great
AS A
IS NOT
BY ANY.
Onr new designs are beantlee. the Dennison school the 5th Inst.
WllleewlTuni
.
..... sample*FREE This is Mr. Golden'sthird year In this Western plains have been spanned by deal more of this country then they
It has somethingof laterestto each member of the family.
If y.Hi win tend
nd us roar own
I PS YOUTH'S DEPARTMENT is the very best of Its kind.
and addreu of other* you school, and as a result it is one of our railroads. The greatest blow dealt do of their church. When they are
ITS U1ER ARY FEATURES are
II
best. Two pupils who were gradu- the bison herds of the Northwest was in good health they are on our side.
POLITICALLYIT IS REPUBUCAN,and gives Its readersthe benefit of the
ated from this school entered the 9th the completionof the Northern Paciablest dUcusslons on all live politicaltopica. It also gives them THE NEWS OF
It Is only when they are very sick that
grade in the Muskegon schools.
THE WORLD.
fic track west from Blsmark to they turn their eyes toward Rome. If
The Haire school now enjoys uniIT IS A
form text-books.This speaks well the Rocky Mountains. The road prac- they were in the majority,of course,
Children Cry for for patrons, school board, and Miss tically divided the herds, and those to they would destroy all other churches
Chappell.
the south were soon swallowed up in
.Pitcher’* Castorla.
The Boody school is having two the general daughter waged by In- and imprison, torture, and kill all inPAPER FARTHER EAST.
fidels. But they will never be the
weeks’ vacation.
It Is In accord with the people of the West both In Politicsand Litarataro.
Lewis Howard began bis work in dians, pot, hide and tongue hunters, majority. They Increase now only bePlease remember that the wlco of The Weekly Inter Ocean Is ONLY ONE DOL»
Botklen'sInitt Salve
LAR PER YEAR.
the Waller district,Chester, the sec- foreign sportsmen and others who cause Catholics come from other counThe Best Salve in the world for ond inst. Also Chas. Beane, in the were out to kill anything they saw on tries. In a few years that supply will
Outs, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt- Lillie district,Wright.
Pleasant reports reach us of the sight. This was during the winter of cease and then the Catholic church
work Miss Hattie Maxfleld is doing 1882-83. The buffaloesto the north will grow weaker every day. The By special arrangement with the publishers of The Inter
in the intermediatedepartment of the were In many scattered bands, bqt free secular school is the enemy of
we are able to offer
,.or no pay required. It is guaranteed Mackinaw city schools.
there was one great herd of not less priestcraft and superstition and the
< to give perfect satisfaction,or money
than '75,000 head, which had found people of this country will never conQUESTIONS.
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.l
a
temporary refuge In the triangle sent to the destruction of that 1 nstttuHeber Walsh “The DrugWho are the following:
ANDgist.’
formed
Musselshell, Missouri and tlon.”
Dr. O. W. Holmes, O. O. Howard,
Prof. Botta, Prof. David Swing, James Yellowstone rivers in Montana, and
Call for the Golden Niagara Canned
A. Froude, Gen. Booth, Dr. A. Conan, as yet they had not been “smelled
Goods, if you want the best. For
it you want a goog Job done, at a Von Capri vl, Mary A. Woodbridge,
out" by either red or white hunters. $ale by G. Van Putten, Wm. Van
St
D. Roux?
reasonableprice, go 10 C. A. Steven- Johann Strauss,
FOR THE SUM OF
But they were as surely doomed as Dyk, f,m. Botsford & Co., and Wm.
Where
is
Washington
Irving
burson’s Jewelry store, Eighth street,
ied?
1m
Holland.
though already killed, for the railroad
Who are trying to secure a Federa- Iron eut them off from the southern
tion of the Central American states?
We have given E. F. Sutton the
Children Cry for
How has the Hawaiian trouble been range, and the Indians of the Canadi- agency In Holland for our Barley Malt
an northwest, as well as those of our Whiskey. Distilled from malted barsettled?
Pitcher’s Castorla.
Cora M. Good enow. •„ Country, hatred their retreat Into the fey, It is rich and nutritiousand free
Oom’r.
far’North, and so they were hemmed from all impurity. For the sick and
IS the time to subscribe for these two paper. The two papers
leeble It Is a true tonic.
Money to Loan.
will furnish you with the best reading matter for the long winIn between the two, with no possibilit. H. CHASE & OQ., Distillers,
ter
1 v
The Ottawa County Building and Holland Conquering Territory ty of escape in either direction.This
Louisville, Ky.
Loan Association has money to loan
from the Sea.
last herd was completelywiped out of
TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
on real estate security. Apply to the
exlstance
In less than four months,
There is as much and a great deal
» to the
Dr. Prico’j Craan Baking Powdor
ThU ole, U
in
World's Fair Higheet Award.
C. A. Stevenson.
more truth than humor In the famil- and before the cloee of the year there
followed.
|>R8Y>CAN. O., A SON. Watehmaker* and Jew.
One Italian, Columbus, found the
IJ elere. and Dealers iu Silverware. Repairing out-posts of the New World. A secpromptlyexecute!.Cor. River and Market Sts
ond. Cabot, saw the northern mainland. Vespucci, coming after both,
gave to North America, perhaps without his knowledge, his name.
In 1492 the Indian population was
We will per the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint Dyspepsia. Sick headache. In- estimated at two or three hundred
digestion ConstipaUuu, or Cuativeueeswe cannot thousand. To-day it is about two
enw with Dr. WMt'a Vaptable Liver Pilli,
when tue directionsare rtiictl* complied with hundred fifty thousand.
They are purely Vegetable,aod sever fail to *iva
SCHOOL NOTES.
satisfaction. 8a?ar coated. Large boxes
Beware of cnnnterfelte and imitatlone. The
Miss Hattie Hawley an i pupils in
geoaioe auDnfao'art'f only by THE JOHN O
WisrCJ.
*1- dist. No. 1, Blendon, will have two
weeks’ vacation.
Marten Golden began bis work In
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THE BALLOT LAW.
A

The Sweetest
Strains of

The

Music

Do not have the drawing power that
our bargains on PHOTOS have. Read

%

our proposition.

Budget <>f Interesting Inforaattoi
from Many Points.
Supreme Court Createo a
Rev. J. W. Ransdell, of Bay City, baa
Sensation by a Decision.
accepted a call to Trinity P. E. church

Are you thinking of buying

JL

rO
—

T^V
—

In Tiffin, 0.
Ballot* with DlatlorfiUhlnK Marks De8. M. Trowbridge’s flouring mill at
clared lUtfal-II Grants a Rehearing
South Haven burned. Loss, $10,000;
of the Question and WIU Expartially insured.
plain Its Opinion.
Sparks from a passing engine set
Are to a paving-block factory at Bay
Laksino, Nov. 10.— In deciding the City. The loss is 9*4,000.

lutely

on

will interest you.

For efficiency,economy, dura
bility, and beauty, they represent the

them

zenith of the stovemaker'sskill. Ask to
at the dealers. Look for the above trade mark.
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THERE IS

On

Jumc3

casea

COOK, M. D„

-

-

A POINT-

,

Thousands of ballots marked In each , dangerouslypoisoned by inhaling the
of the manners described were counted
boiling vinegar. Only the
in Michigan Tuesday. In many
of medical attentionsaved her

down grade

the

ness ceases to be

where the vote was close the result already declared will be changed if con- | Manistee will soon be connected
teste are made, as they doubtless will ^th the outside world by a long-disbe. The court bases its opinion on the
telephone line. The poles are
proposition that the law Is intentional-t now being placed between Manistee
and Ludington.
iy
iy explicit and that as a single mark
Peter Somers, of Grand Rapids,
constitutes a vote a second mark is u n
formerly
a passengerconductor on the
necessary and may be an agreed moth
od of Identifying ballots, which Identl-| southern division of the G. R, & I. was
cation the law expressly seeks to instantly killed while coupling cars

of qualities and prices

economy. We never cross that

MICH.

ayold.
jqsoiDJltfiNE.
b

AIELItlllSlIINK

i

JUST— ^

fl

at Montpelier, Ind.

The decision has prompted demo- 1 Yard master Etxcorn, of the Miehicratic county candidatesto ask for a fan Antral road, located at Niles, fell

Sidings, Floorings, Mould-

“I

ings, Veranda posts, Build-

Mb Packages

recount, their expectationbeing that under a car recently, the wheels passenough ballots will be thrown out to inE 0Ter on® leE- The lnJured member
give them a majority. James Van
Kleck.attorneyfor Comptroller Glaser, The city of Eaton ^P*ds
to
of West Bay City, who lost his office »®*v® bonds for a loan of 8M.<KK> to esby the decision, will ask the supreme tablish a system of waterworka The
court for a
f ^
,ha8 al®° vLoledl 10 own and contro1
Lambing, Nov. 14. -The supreme its electric light plant
court saw fit Tuesday. In view of the1, Cheboygan county reports are of the
great importance of the matter, to
potato crops of its history
nonnee that its decision of last week They are big and of fine quality. The
relative to the ballot law had been farmers who have from 1,500 to 2,000
generally misinterpreted. Defeated bushels each are unusuallynumeroua. and
candidates who were preparingto con- The Grand Rapids Leather company
test their opponents’election will now has filed a certificate with the secreabandon their purpose, as in Tuesday’s tary of state and with County Clerk
supplementary opinion the court say*: Eddy to the effect that its capital
••An examination of the opinion leads us to stock has been reduced from 8110,000

J^d

ing Material.
if desired.
MANY FINE PREMIUMSGIVEN FREE

THE BEST

TO DRINKERS OF

MON COFFEE

Three-shoveland Steal Frame
Cultivatorin the market.
Double Shovel and Steel Frame flveshovel cultivators,with Lever 62
Spike Points, Harrows.
Spring Harrows.
The above articleralways on hand.
P. H.

Holland,Mich., May

a>

26, 1804.

MARTIN k HDIMA
tmv t «imm use of

drugs
Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,

CURE.

NO MUSTACHE.

PAY.
NO PAY.
DANDRUFF CURED.

I will take Contracts to grow hair on the head
or face with thosa who can call at my officeor
at tha officeof my agents, provided the head is
not glossy, or the pores of the scalp not closed.
Where the head la shiny or the pores closed,
there is no cure. Call and be examinedfree ci
charge. If yon cannot call,write to
State
tho exact condition of the scalp and your occu-

me.

pation.

PROP.

G.

BIRKHOLZ,

Room 1011 Masonic Temple, ChicaQOi
Ask your Druggist fop my cure.

GROCERIES
Butter and Eggs!

Paints,

Wholesale and Retail.

Oils

o and Varnishes.

rehearing.

THAT’S OUR BUSINESS.

i

an-

j

A

WILMS.

NO
NO

When

Fan and winter Styles.

think that some of the lan<rua«eemployed may ^ $75,000.
have been mltileadlng,and as the public are
— r
naturally deeply Interested in the subject, we
dLIaZARG.
think it proper to .state that It was not In
_
. „ _
„ __ _
mind of the court that ballotshaving a name Hnow F“,u ln
,n Many
erased under the party ticket and the name of
Sectionsof the State,
the opposingcandidatemarked with a cross LANSING, Nov. 12. —Michigan has
should not be counted, but that In our opinion been 6wept by a severe storm. Re-

—
(
SWEPT BY A
the „ , _

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE.

....
°r**t

p-»
-noo. -tion. 0, the
recognizedas appropriateto express the state are to tho effect that the fall of
voter’s intent not to vote for such candidate; snow has been especially heavy in the
and we do not think that when such an erasure northern portions.
U made on the party ticket and tho voter j
ri arbor Nov
13 —The Replaces u cross before the name of the opposing I bkntqm hahi R. . ) . id. i e se
candidate either mark should constitute a dls- verest winter weather known here
tlngulshlngmurk. Taken as a whole, vre think early for fifteen years has continued
It was intended by the act of 1993 that such an ong week. Many farmers suffer a heavy
erasure should be permissible, though not lo88o( potatoeSthatarestill undugand

«

Stationry, Fancy Cccds,
Periodicals,School
& College Books
a Specialty.

LOKKER S RUTGERS
P.

Shoe

S. Our rubber goods

Company. The

are of the Boston Rubber

best in the Market.

“the decision in its practicalresults has of snow.
renderedinoperative the use of timbal- 1 a ^ Joseph. .Nov. 13. -There are hun- ClotUlnQ Gleaned and Repaired
All orders promptly lilled and de- lot system ns enacted in the laws of 1891 d**eds of acres of potatoes that are not
City
livered.
— AT—
and amendment* thereto, and will ***>
aPPles and 0Jh*r far“
Dairy and Creamery Butter.
work to practically disfranchise and products that are not yet harvested
Scheerhoorn & Kloosterman,
Chicago and Holland lager Beer.
render nugatory a large portion of the that have been frozen by this weather,
voters of Michigan, and will entail Monday the thermometer registered River and 7th
Holland.
endless contests and litigationin
above zero. Snow is 12
1 doz.
$1.00
Old stand of McLeo, in Nles block.
courts throughout the entire state.” inches deep on the level. Unlessitlets
1 doz. pints,
.50
It is not believed the court will amend UP *rreat damage will be done to the
Holland, Oct, 31, ’92.41 1m
fanners. As it is they will lose thouits former opinion.
Export Beer $1.10 doz. qts.
sands of dollars in this section.

G. G.

Smeenge,

Bottling Works

arises

Purposes.

St.

the

an
O.
Author-

A NEW DEAL.

Pure Wines and Liquors for Medicinal

Bt. Joseph Valley Railroad to
Aid to th^ B. £

1

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS.

Become

Benton Harbor, Nov. 14—
Led reports are mad. that the

Gen. O. O. Howard Addroisex tha 5I!chIran State Convention.
m,

25.

St.

L °H/SD

bomrht

“fT ‘T
!n

llerrienSprinRa).
has been bought for 30,000 by the Patteraon.. of Chicago. Early next.pring

“
“ ““

,

‘““S

U

^

lh“

IN

Brandy

”

*•

1,11(1 ‘i01'-

•P««h

put
5a“tl<m

work

DEALER

^

8ich (“F th8 state’ In h1"
Oov B|ch commended the

will be pushed and tha road
o( 8h,lr, . pr°pert{ fr?m
In running condition from her. to coni
i,lfl1'1<!Ilc»DohnF?h'*
nect with the B.
0„ opening
00 P“blio morBl‘t>F
lake connection,for that line eqnal to Q'or«« ,Plr50,n' r',P“nd”dJto tba '”1'
the Big Four. Lake connections
0“- °- °- l,oward
th'“
be made with the northwe.t which Ju*'04”8®4to deliver the addreas of

Lath,

Lumber,

:

1

4

ATTESTION FARMERS!

will

There is no use running to Zeeland
to buy your Farm Implements, or anything else that you can buy just as
cheap, and some a good deal better at
the stand of J. FLIEMAN, River St.

HOLLAND
MICH.

eral

WANT TO CALL THE
ATTENTION OF THE

running and finish is concerned.
Rock Island Rake and Hay Loader. PUBLIC-:--:--;No more use for Hay Rakes now.
TO OUB LARGE LINE OF
This Loader takes the Hay, Just as
the Mower leaves it, rakes it up and
loads it on the wagon. No matter
how hard the wind blows, the hay
must go on the wagon.
. TALK DON’T GO.
I will here challenge any and all
makes of Hay Loaders on a field
trial of five acres. Will take the
same number of horses and men, and
then ’see which will do its work
the quickest and best. The machine That will lead the trade in this city
which comes out ahead to receive in quality and price. You can con$100, besides the competing machine. vince yourselves by visiting the
This amount I will deposit in the
Holland City State Bank, providing
my competitor does the same.
Old Reliable Buckeye Moicer and
Binder, and the Wm. N. Whitdy
Mower, either of which cannot be
Ca’U»
Golden Niagara Canned
beat.
book, wttu want the best. For
Thomas Hay Rakes, both self dump
•Tha [an ^Putten, Wm. Van
and hand dump.
he went Word & Co., and Wm.
Land Rollers,- Disk Harrow, Ridinr
and Walking Cultivators, Plows bot’cast iron and steel, Potato Diggei ppii- hand) is _
band to-nf e*t,lzeDH 0* Halnsville
and lota of other things which a fain nJP* without a bottle of
1 needs, too numerous to mentlotever
— h Remedy in the
Mich.
rown, the lead
mi

Hosiery!

Underwear!

CASHMERE GLOVES

BEE HIVE.

^

m

Snw<

-

hundred more men

im-

provementa Several mile, of old tracH
on the old Valley road have been re,
placed with new steel rails between
here and Napanee, Ind.

OUT ON BAIL
The bupreme

Court Decide* a Point In
Llphardt'iFavor.

Lansing,

Nov.

14.—

“
“““

will be em-,

ployed here in connection with the

I

hepointei

rtop.
and
!

will bring new boat line, and
and dockage along the river,

The

supreme

court has made an order admitting to
bail In the snm of 910.000, with two
sureties, William Liphardt, the Detroit school inspector who waareoently

7“

f1™ “

'V

quart.

$.V*0 per gallon.

$1.78 ** 4 gallon.
1.00 “ quart.

“ “
“

Undo Portwlne, $2.00 per gallon.
1.50 “ 4 gallon,
.75 “ quart.

’’

“
“

n

Blackberry Wine $2.00 per gallon.
1.50
“
.50 “quart.

“

“

“

SUTTON,

One door east of Breyman's Jewelry,
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

COMPANY.
Come and examine their Un*
derwear, the most complete
line in the city; also
Dress

Goods,

Flannels,

Shaker Flannels Ginghams,
Ice

Wool,

Facinatore,

court having granted a not guilty.
Tray Cloth,
Stay of proceedingsuntil the case la
Allegan, Nov. 18.— In the circuit Dealers in all kinds of.
disposed of.
:
court Monday morning Mrs. Ira Hurd’s
Ladles’ and Childrens’Woolen Hose,
trial for murder was continued until
Saginaw Street-CarLine Sold.
Napkins, Handkerchiefs,
the
December
term,
though
court
it
Saginaw, Nov. 18. —The old horse-car
Lamp Cloths,
line of the dlty, known as the City of open until the 15th, and Prosecutor
Saginaw railroad, at the head of Fish can discharge her if he thinks
which Was ex-Gqv. Jerome, was sold best Re did not feel it his duty to do
Yarns of all description,Woolen Skirts
We have establishedau agency In
Monday to the Union Street Railway so, and bail was fixed at 910,000. Mrs.
Overalls, Outlnjr Flannels,.
company electric line, and will ho Hard will remain in jail She Is Holland and rented the Venncma
charged
with
killing
her
husband
on
Shirts from 35c up.
equipped with electricity.All the
store on Eighth St, where we have a
•treet-carlines of the city will' now be the night of September 22, last
under one management, Detroit men
Narrow Kucap* from Death.
full line of temples on exhibition.
at the head of it
Saginaw. Nov. 14. --Fire destroyed
Our representativeswill call upon
r
for colds
the resiijenfce of John Hindes, and
, . '.A Strang*
the
farmere In this county and explain
Hillsdale, Not. 18.— Rev. J. P. aged father
Irer* rexeuad' with
manner ol doing buaineaa and
mi
fs signed, the

Hoods,

.

,

:

and Finishing Materials.

Not Guilty. +
Madison ana Market St., CHICAGO.
Allegan, Not. 11.— The case of O.
convicted of accepting a bribe from W. Ludlow, who was charged by Mrs.
Agent Atchison, of the Manitowoc Ira Hard with the murder of the womSchool Furniturecompany. Liphardt, an’s husband, was given to the jury
who has beeti in state prison for the last Saturday afternoon.To-night Importers and Mannfaftarers’ Agents.
last five months on a five-yearsentence, after being out four hours the
will be released as soon as his bail bond jury brought in a verdict of

_
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4 gallon

E. F.

°bJcct,

.
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Shingles,

“
.60 “

$1.10

0T*‘1,0^

4 *hlt y°UD* foP1® '
‘‘km. of every ilescr p-

had an
* “al|'t
°1®r‘'y,n'!nbatalf aJ‘ "orl‘,!r‘ ln
Leach,”Jtba 1m?rala of you"‘' m«nHe said Christian men and women
should join such organization^, and
young men should be invited before
falling into evil ways, into Sabbath
desecration,gambling, horse racing
and other vices. After the speech an
informal reception was given the distinguished guest-. The convention
will be '.n session two daya
, on

The Board of Trade.
Rye Whiskey $2.20 per gallon.

.. .

Lake Michigan via
19. 1892.

- -

quarts,

Takken

Joseph Valley road (reported
sch<»1 ,^>"T„e“ti?n1 “fE11
up by the Michigan Central and con- Tuesday nightwith 1 200 debate. In
Btructodns n .pnr from Buchanan to -‘tendance Mayor 1 ..her welcomed

PrencriptiMRand Rcflpts Carefully Compounded.

challenge any man’s make, as for light

vjgj

'

This rehearing was set for next Tues- frozen Bolld 10 the £round- Thousands
day. the motion therefor beingbased on of bushels of apples are destroyed and
alleged errors of the court in deter- other crops are heavily damaged. The
mining what constitutes distinguish-mercury has continued steadily around
Ing marks, and on the allegation that la to 18 degrees above zero with a foot

OF CHOICE CIGARS.]

My own make Lumber Wagons, with
double Truss Brace, to which I will

summer Clothing

Shoes, we are ready to serve you with

j

i

you are ready to shake your

and

Holland,Mich., Nov.

M

,

Always on Hand.

HI

line.

,

Office Eighth St., over P. O.

A FULL

where cheap*

.

phybiciaK and burgeon,

. *

j&t

isroftfuirr

tlcket>

Made to order

and

Jewel Stoves

a

St.

.

m

case of Scott v»; Gleaser the supreme court was called upon to

Street.

HOLLAND,

best? Then

and Ranges

LOKKER

-

greatest degree ofheat, last the longest

look the

BERTSCH & CO’S STUDIO,

0. e.

new Stove or Range— one that

will burn the least fuel, cause the least trouble, give

£#XL^the

Michael Wilson, aged 05, of Adrian,
has been imprisoned for cruelly beatT— % -1
* T— V
I PHOTOGRAPHS. CRAYONS, Etc., abso- decide what constitutes a dis- ing his mother, who is 92 years old.
ballot
How,:> Simply purchasing tinguishing mark
Word hss been received by Mrs. M.
JL. J
A m
a • y0Ur goods from the following merchants and within the meaning of the new
E. Barkhite, of Schoolcraft, that she
receiving from them a Five Cent coupon for $1.00 worth of goods purchased, election law. The law says that
which we accept for cash for anything In our line of trade. Don?t wait but the presence of a distinguishing has fallen h^ly to a fortune of 880,000
in Philadelphia.
commence today and call for coupons and get your pictures free at
mi|rk shall render a ballot illegal, and
William Lauder, a brakeman aged
the court unanimously held such illegal
82 and a married man, was fatally
Holland, Mich.
featuresto be any other than the crushed while coupling cars at Almont
B. P. HIGGINS, Operator.
single mark necessary to make known
Junction, near Port Huron.
the elector's intention.The opinion A majority was cast at the recent
aaya that if a voter desiringto oast a
& RUTGERS, Clothing. Hats, Caps and Shoes, 8th St.
electionin favor of bonding Berrien
WM. BRUSSE & CO., Clothing and Merchant Tailors, 8th and River Sts.
atraight ballot make a cross over tha
county In the sum of 970.000to be used
VISSERS & SON, General Store, River
J
top of his ticket and then put one In erecting a new court house.
P. DE KRAKER. Dealer in Boots and Shoes, Bank Building, 8th and River
in the square before each candiMRS. M. BERTSCH, Millinery, Cloaks and Capes, Eighth St. and College av. date on the ticket the ballot la John T. Girod suicided at Grand
Rapida. His body was found face
J. PESSINK, Bakery, Fruits, Nuts, Ice Cream, Etc., Oysters in. season, 8th
illegal Another illegal ballot, the
down in Mt Calvary cemetery. He
St., opposite Few City Hotel.
court says, would be one where the
was out of work and despondent.
J. B. VAN OORT, Hardware, 8th St.
voter, desiring to split his ticket, had
M. NOTIER, General Merchant, 8tb St.
New warrants
conspiracy were
placed a cross before the name of
.
.. for
„
__ . .
___ .
JOHN NIES, Hardware, 8th
’
candidal, for whom ha wished torote,
'°r ‘h'’ »"•«* ‘™1“ wr?C^
PAUL A. STEKETEE, Crockery, Etc.
ers at Battle Creek, and the examinaand then erased the name of the canSIMON REIDSMA, Furniture,8th St,
didate for the ..me office on hi. own , Uo“ Postponed until November 22.
| At Galesburg Mrs. A. Johnson was

—
1-0 r—C

a

.

m

•i.a

The installation of Rev. Henry E. was born lu Grand Haven, where she
Dosker, D. D., as Professor of History lost her father during the smallpox
In the Western Theological Seminary epidemic of 1864. S(^on. thereafter the
Q.
SCHELVEN, Editor.
located In this city, on Wednesday
" moved to this city. The near
family
evening, In Wlnants Chapel, was fair- mourners are a mother and three sisSATURDAY. NO V. 17.
ly well attended. Public exercisescon- ters, Mrs. Rev. A. Vennema, of Port
nected with the theological seminary Jervis, N. Y., Mrs. Rev. It, BloemenSundry Election Echoes.
are not of a popular character. There daal, of Chicago, and Mrs. Rev. A. Van
The connty canvass was made on
i is no good reason why they should not den Berg, Overlsel. The funeral will
Tuesday.
tabulated statement
| be, but such are the facts. For Intake place from the First Ref. church,
of the votes cast will be found elsestance, why is it that everythingcon- Saturday afternoon,at 2 o’clock.—
where in this issue. The board op
nected with the exercises on Wednes- We have been requested to notify the
ganlted by the election of R. Alday evening should have beewsV cheer- members of the Young People’s Sociward of Georgetown as chairman,
less— decorations,music, selection of ety of the First Ref. church; of which
and concludedits work in the aftertopics and all. There wasn’t a flower the deceased was president, to meet in
noon. The total vote on county offior a flag, not even a printed program. the basement of the church at 1:30 p.
cers shows less differences In majoriBut this is the way they prefer to do m. sharp, the day of'the funeral.
ties or pluralitiesthis year than usuthese things, and that settles it. The
al. County clerk Geo. D. Turner Is
contemporary says, very truly,
inaugural sermon was preached by
slightly in the lead.
Rev. Dr. E. A. Collier,of Klnderhook, that half of the friction between the
In several counties of this state the N. Y., president of the General Synod religious denominations conies from
namesof candidates on the Democra- of the Reformed Church . The charge mutual ignorance regardingeach othtic ticket were printed In the wrong to the newly Installed professor was er’s teachings-realunadulterated Igplace on the ballot. In Calhoun coun- given by Rev. Dr,E. Winter, of Grand norance; and the other half comes
ty Frank Gill was running for attor- Rapids, in bebalf of the board of su- from the wilful Ignorancethat refuses
ney-general Instead of for auditor-gen- perintendents of the seminary; and to know what an opponent holds.
eral, and James O’Hara, the Democra- Prof. Dosker closed with his inaugural This beiqg so— and we are persuaded
tic candjdate for attorney-general, re- address, taking for his subject, “The that it is the actual fact— the Inferceived several thousand votes for au- Relations Between Armenianismand ence is that all who in any way oppose
ditor general. Similar clumsy mis- Humanism.”It was a historical re- the views of an evangelical body
takes were made in Genesee, Missau- search defining the line between old should take great pains to know what
kee, Lake and Clare counties. In a school Armenianism and modern Meth- that body holds and state it from
close election the result might have odism, very much to the credit of the tbelr point of view— and besides,
been extremely annoying.
latter. The speaker held the former should be careful to lay aside prejuOne of the features of the returns largely responsible for the rationalistic dice and view matters fairly and imIn Michigan is the plurality the Popu- tendencies in the Church and the re- partially,and write or speak as if unlist candidate for Governor received jection of the supernatural. All the der oath as a witness in court.— Christover the Democratic in six counties. addresses will be published in full. ian Intelligencer.
John Donovan, of Bay, the lone The oasis of the hour was the anOne day in conversation with a
Democrat of the legislature, is the nouncement by President Kollen of
free-thinking Irishman,the late Prof.
most talked of mao In the state, and Hope Colleger that the Theological
Swing said:
quite a boom has been already started Seminary would soon be ib possession
“Your mind, my dear friend, seems
for him for governor In 1896. He Is a of a suitable building, “Semelink
to be In a twilight state. Yon cannot
native of Hamilton. OnL, having been Hall,” named as such after the liberal
dliTerentlatethe grains of mistrust
born In 1844. Two yean later his par- donor, Mr. P. Semelink, who resides
from the molecule^ of reasonable conents moved to Youngstown,Niagara In Yriesland—mention of whose mufidence. You are travelingthe borGo., N. Y. Here he was educated in nificentgift and of the building proder
land, the frontier between tbe
the public school and after being posed to be erected, was made In the
paradise of faith and the Arctic region
grtfnated became a teacher. In 1865 Niwi a few weeks ago. We deem it
of religious incredulity.You are an
bp aame to Michigan, locating at Fen- proper to mention In connectionhereagnostic.*
toq. Here ba llycd for five yean, fol- with that Mr. Semelink is already on
lowing the businessof building and record for the following contributions: “Dlvil a bit”, said Pat, with mingled amazement and indignation,
81,000 scholarshipin the Tbeol.
^Contracting.In 1878 be removed to
Flint The year followinghe built school of the Reformed Church iu In- “I’m a Dlmmycrat, every inch o’ me!”
eleven of the fourteen businessblocks dia; a 12,000 scholarshipin the WestADDITIONAL LOCALS.
greeted In that city.' Following this ern Theo). Seminary here; and a 12.000
lie was principal of a parochial school scholarship In the PreparatoryDepartServiceswill held In Grace Episc.
for three yean, and In 1878 he went to ment of Hope College,
church Sunday evening.
Bay City to resume his business of

Holland City News.
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Makes CHILD BIRTH
COLVIN, LA.,
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A

^^contracting.Tbit be still follows,
llr. Donovan Is a fluent speaker, a

’Thit'compalaoryarbitrationof disputes Tbe gross earnings of the C. & W.
between eaployart and workingmenIs de- M. for October were 8161,000.
good reasoner, and intelligent citizen. sirable,and should be provided for by law."
F. Ferwerda will lead the Y. M. C.
The above topic will be discussed at
He has always been a prominent DemA. gospel meeting Sunday afternoon.
ocrat and is conscientiousand hon- Bergen Hall, on Monday evening

1886.-

FRIEND** before her

third con-

finement,and says she would not
be without it for hundreds of doljars.—

DOCK

MILLS.

Sent by express or man, on iwlptls
of price,
per bottle. Book
MOTHiBS" mailed free. Sold by all
Druggists.

11
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BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Oa.
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Merchant* Sometime* Come Down with
a Jump in Their Price*.

Indian travel Is full of surprise,
pleasant and otherwise. A gentleman,
wishing to purchase some of the beautiful Cashmere shawls which are made
not far from Delhi, went to one of the
largest establishments in the city. The
merchant showed him a book in which
was written recommendations of his
goods by Gen. Grant and his son, as
well as by many others.
Among the recommendations was
this one In German: “1 have bought
shawls of this man and think I got
them cheap; but do not offer him a
third of what he asks.”
The gentleman selectedtwo very
beautiful shawls, and asked the price.
The merchant, after a little consultation with his clerks said:

“I have not sold a shawl to your
party. I sell you very, very cheap.
Yon may have these beautiful shawls
for fourteen

hundred rupees.”

“Absurdl Let us gol" said the gentleman, having In mind the German’s
advice, and he started for the door.

VDoot go,” said the merchant;
“make me an offer.”
“I will give yon four hundred rupees
for both shawls."

To

his astonishment the merchant

replied:

“Take them;
hotel"

I

will send

them

to

your

At

Jaipur the same traveler lodged
a hotel conducted by a native, bnt
owned by the rajah. He found the
following amusing notices posted In
n

various places:
“If visitors are not satisfied with the
! ood or cooking they can deduct from
the bill what they consider fair.”
“Guests are requested not to strike

the servants.”
“Gnests wishing ice are requested to
Rev. Dr. N. M. Steffens will preach give a day’s notice and name how much

next, beginningat 7:45 o’clock sharp.

est

2,

My wife used “MOTHERS*

A

-

Dec.

Basil.

It is said to be the growing senti- This will be the first of a series of n tbe Third Ref. church of this city,
ment of the leaders at Washington meetings lobe held under the auspic- Sunday.

they require."

A LITTLE TOO QUIET.

will es of the Y.M.C. A., during the winter,
Thomas D. Gilbert of Grand Rapids
To keep in repair for six months free of charge any
The Fnaeraal Silence That Pervades the
ever again be elected for the second at which similar topics of an economic is very feeble and his friends have SerChanael Island*.
term and the drift is now very strong nature will be treated. This subject ous apprehensions.
Jersey and Guernsey are gardens, ment made by us is a guarantee to our customer that
toward having
constitutionala- has been discussed in Chicago this
-says a recent French visitor to the
mendment making the term of the week by the leading men of the coun- The C. & W. M. steam-sWul nbd Channel islands The fields are so neat, protect him every time he leaves an order with ns.
sand train are at work removing sand so carefnlly kept, that they seem rather
president six years, and alto making try, and is also receivingattention
from the track near St. Joseph.
at
the
bands
of
the
national
and
state
like garden plots. The least corner of
him illegible for re-election.
earth is cultivated— the roadsides, Having a large force of tailors
labor bureaus. The followingwell
Fred
C.
Hall
is
making
preparations
Republican thankfulnessIn Harrisknown citizens have been Invited to for the new brlcir block, which he in- every little hollow, and even “an Inch
ille, Alcona county, over the result
of earth on the end of a rock."
be present and take part In tbe distends to erect next spring on his lot on
of the election, will take a practical
pnt these Edens are silent, the travcussion that evening: G. P. Ham- eighth street,west of De MerelPs Gareler goes on to say. Now and then
turn. Instead of ratifying by burning
mer, George Ballard, I. Verwey, J. B. ble works.
wople on the Islands smile; bnt no one
powder and hurrahing,it has been deGreenway, C. J. De Roo, M. Van der
ever langhs. Laughter is unbecoming,
cided to provide every needy family in
Frank Kulte had his trial Wednes- and to langh aloud would be scandal'
Heide, G. J. Diekema, and G. W.
Harrisville with a fat turkey, etc.,
day
in the U. S. court for selling wine ous.
Browning. All persons over 16 years
for their thanksgivingdinner.
lu
The birds sing, bnt not the people.
without
government license. The
of age are invited to be present. The
Even
the
children
are
sober—
little
men
ury brought him in guilty. Sentence
and women rather than children.The Being fully repaid by the additional trade it brings us.
The 84th annual state Sunday- meeting will open at 7:46 p. m.
was deferred until Tuesday.
trees are yews, cypresses and weeping
school convention, which was held at
fcY
Order one of those stylish smooth
C. Blom, J. W. Fiieman and A. Za willows.
Everything
has
its
defined
limits,
Grand Rapids this week, wasa magni;
Beaver or Melton.
When the people go to walk, they
expectationsluski returned from their hunting exflcent success. Every part of the and beyond that
pedition
Wednesday
evening,
bring- take to the cemeteries. Lovers exshould
be
built.
This
aphorism
applies
state was well represented. On the
change vows upon tombstones,and
opening session Tuesday evening also to our graveled streets. In the ing two more deer with them as tro- houses that are near graveyards rent
Lockerby Hall was filled to overflow- past they have answered our purposes phies of their strategy and skill.
more readily and at a better price on
ing. After welcome addresses by Ma- fully, and they do yet, with the exThe auction sales at Martin G. Wit- that account
We are admirably situated in our
Or a Nobby Late Cut Suit.
yor Fisher and Gov. Rich the address ception of our two business streets, teveeii’s and his brother Martin J., on
new house, "said a young Jersey woman
of the evening was deliveredby Gen. Eighth and River. The increased the Lake Shore, this week, were largeto the French writer; “we are right op0. 0. Howard. Among the speakers traffic on these thoroughfares has ly attended. Geo. H. Souter acted as
posite the cemetery, and I can see the
Wednesday evening was G. J. Dleke- outgrown the resisting power and en- auctioneer and Barend Kammeraad tombs from the windows of my bedma of this city, who spoke on “The durance of gravel during the muddy as clerk.
feV
room. In the moonlight the view is
We have a well selected line of fash*
Sunday School and the State” in the season and they now need something
lovely."
H.
De
Kruif
Jr., of Zeeland, has imlonable
ready made clothing. Ask to
And
still
the
Frenchman
has
to
adFountain Street Baptist church and more substantial— a paving of some
see the
,
proved his new bluck, by putting in a mit that there is something very atkind
or
other,
the
exact
nature
of
repeated his lecture that same evencomplete
system
of
steam
heating
tractive in this solemnity and stillness.
ing before another crowded house in which is to be decided later. In
throughout. He has also just recei- The longer he remained in the islands
an
open
winter
Holland’s
business
the M. E. church. Mr. Diekema held
ved two car loads of swell body and the less be felt like coming away. ,
that the Sunday school could be made streets are mud puddles. Before this
Portland cutters of the newest styles
Th* Early Man.
the most powerful agency for good In can be remedied by suitable paving, our
and finish.
Speculations
as to the early condisewerage
must
be
determined
upon
building op the moral character of
The union social of the Young Peo- tion of the first men and women are by
boys and girls. The church, he said, and laid down. The season has pracno means pleasant ones. There were
had departed to some extent from the tically gone by and again the matter ple’s Societies of the First, Hope, ant
710. words expressive of love or hate,
democratic standardson which it was of sewers has not been noticed. This Third Ref. churches, which Was to be simply coughings, splutterings, hissfounded. The Sunday school, like the delay works detrimental in many re- held Monday evening, has been post- ings. We did not stand erect, bnt
pnblic school, is democratic to the spects, but we will limit ourselves this poned on account of the death of Miss crouched. The legs were without any
core, and the son of the day laborer time to this one feature of It. With Minnie LeFebre, and a memorla calf. If the Ainu is taken as a type,
meets the son of the banker upon out sewers we cannot have paved service will be held at some future we were covered with short hair, which,
It is believed,ran Into shades of red.
terms of the utmost equality. He streets. Then why longer postpone date.
Foreheads were low and protruded,
spoke of the public school as one of the Inauguration,of a sewer system
mouths mere mnzzles, and the teeth
~Udiw.
the grandest institutionsofour nation adapted to our wants?
were like fangs. Ears ran to points,
If you want anything in the line 0
and there were no lobes at the base.
and the anchor of our safety, but the
Hair goods, call on Mrs. C. H. Harpublic school exerts no influence over
Another startling death has been mon, over Cha’s Harmon's barber
A Community at Wit*#.
the spiritual mind of today. In this added to the many the year 1894 wil shop.
In Ashantee no man Is ever allowed
the Sunday school finds Its task. Ho
Holland,Mich , Nov. 15, 1894.
to see one of the king’s wives, and
chronicle in this city. As the dolefu
43-2m
•aid it was not a country’sexpanse of message was spread on Thursday
should be happen, through accident, to
territory that made a great nation,
get a glimpse of one of the “sacred
morning that Minnie LeFebre bac
Closed— C. L. Strong & Son’s store
but the people that are in it. “We passed to her eternal home, a deep will be closed from 6:30 to 7:00 p. m. to creatures" he is forthwith put to death.
The law of that country aUowa the
ve the flag of our country, we love gloom fell upon the circle of friends prepare for their Saturday night sale
king to have three thousandthree hunits every star and stripe.
Be- In whose midst she had been a centra which commences at 7 p. m. and lash
dred and thirty-three “helpmeeta"and
one
hour.
cause beneath it dwells ours, the hap- figure. Few even knew of her illness
no more. The«s wives all live on two
piest, nation in the world. The fu- Wednesday evening of last week, as
A large assortment of solid silver long streetsin the city of Cooxnasie.tha
ture of republicanismdoes not present she returnedhome from a musical re- forks, spoons, etc. at
Ashanteecapital,the quarters occupied
Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
by them being locally known by a
the most flatteringhue, but the duty hearsal, she complained of rheumaword signifying “heaven."
gjvfr of guiding this ship of state safely is tism in the shoulder. It proved to bo
Attend tbe Saturday night— 7J sale
not a more arduous task than it was inflammatory and malignant.Pass- at C. L. Strong Sc Sons. Sale commenCotton from Wood.
our forefathers.”He said the ago ing to the head It caused the tongue to ces at 7 o’clock.
An artificial cotton, said to be much
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passed when brute force was wor*,8^ell, and produced blood poisoning.
Theo fall of the year is a trying seaThis Is the era of mind and She died at 9:45 o’clock Wednesday
for elderly people. The many
courage. Dr. Parkhurst in his 'evening. Though suffering much she cheerless.
____ days
_iyi act dcless, dark, dismal
t immorality in New York 'was conscious to the last. Her death P^lnglj, not to say injuriously, on
ana example
example of moral cour- was
was the
the happy,
hannv ‘the
-the triumphant
triiminhant.
finale bothol“andy?unK-.Now Is the time
__
toreenforce the vital energies with
of a true, de\oted Christian life. lore- Ayer’s Sarsaparilla— the best of all
most in the work of her Savior she will medicines.

________

.

!

_

cheaper than the natnral, Is reported
from France. It is made from the
wood of the pine, .spruceor larch, which
is defibrated and then disintegrated
and bleached with a hot solution of bisulphide of soda and chloride of lime.
The resulting pure, cellulose jp treated
with chlorideof zinc, castor oil and
gelatine, and the piste la passed
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Houseman, Donally

&

Jones’ Store

Besieged with Clothing Buyers!

Merchandise Swept Away by the Excited Hosts!
flow can
of

when a reputable firm advertises to sacrifice an up-to-date stock
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps, etc., valued at $150,000, in the short space
it

be otherwise

weeks.

of eight

They Read!

They

Believed!

the long years we have made and sold Clothing to this community we have never
misrepresented or resorted to trickery to sell our goods. Our prices have been open to
the world. Our name has gone with every garment
CONFIDENCE IS
REWARD. WE SAY TO YOU NOW: This stock is to be forced into cash, and by the
power of prices never before quoted in this city. You shod d not expend one dollar without coming to us, and at the present rate you should come soon. As fast as thirty-five
salesmen can wait on the people our stock is going. We knew it would.

In

all

OUR

YOUR

HOUSEMAN, DONALLY £ JONES, Monroe Street
OR.A3Nrr> mioh.
displays a iacu of respect lor the court
and through it the law. that the court
A Bough and Exciting Bide on thn Tran** must be respected and its dignity mainandlo* Railway.
tained.
A eorre&Dondentsends an Interest- An instance how a man can be taught
ing description of a crossing of the that respect for the courts means re(brdillera de os Andes, in the present spect for the law was given by Judge
state of the Transandinerailway The
Ferns. The person referred to was an
letter says:
applicantfor citizenship. Uc went to
•By seven a. m. we were at the first court dressed as if hp had left a cow
Inn on the Chili side We there char- iftable. where he had been cleaning the
tered a four-horsecarriage to drive ns stalls. His clothes ware dirty and his
to the end station (on this side) of the
boots were covered w\th tilth. When
railway, which feat was accomplished the judge had looked him over he
in two hours* time I call It a feat fee- asked if he realized he was in a court
cause the read is ail along the river of justice and was an applicant for onp
cut Into the mountain side, and often •of the gvpatest privilegesthat could be
there is hardly room for four horse* granted him. The man hardly anabreast to pass, and when I looked out swered, 'ftie judge called his attenof the window into the roaring river tion to the condition of his clothes and
below I often wished I had been on my boots, and told him to go home and get
mule. We did the distance between on the best clothes he had. just as if he
the two end stations in about half the was to be married, and. if he passed
time usually employed,only being on the examinationwhen he returned he
horseback for seven hours and two would be given papers of citizenshi
hours In the carriage. At the station The man returned in a few days, we

DOWN THE

ANDES.

I

rived. and a very flimsy thing It looked.

We

on

a small bench at the
back of the boiler, tile driver
and stoker standing in front We were
soon spinning along, through tunnels,
over bridges and round curves on a
track of abpat two feet six inches gauge
at a rate <4 4*1? miles an hour, and
it was all that X** could do to hold on to
the MtiM.«i4 Jattliug little machine.
1

were put

totiySmmVew

eveiy moment to
iagine leave the track and to
^tttelhed Into the river below. Stones
on the line, which mode ns all jump
olfour seats, animals running across
the rails, sudden desperate carves
round the earners of the rooky cliffnothing seemed to daunt our driver,
and the noise was so great that it was
impossible to ask him to slacken down.
After we had gone half way* however,
he lost a kettle overboardand stopped
to pick it up, and then I remonstrated
with him and told him to alacken speed,
as I did not rare to risk my life for the
sake of getting to Lqe Andes a few
minutes sooner. Be said there was no
danger, but drove more slowly, and we
got into Ixw Andes an hour and two
minutes after mounting this Infernal
machine, and right glad I waawhen

half

:

passed a worse

|CMMBp«!ting

we drew

up alongside the platform
V.tb our bodies and luggage safe and
sound. ^
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Thrlr* In Cold ConntrlM.

According to a recent dispatch from
8L Petersburgthe wild camel has been
discoveredin large numbers in that
portion of Asia which lies between
Lobnor and Sajuy. This will dispose
of the doubts that have hitherto prevailed on the question as to whether
the “ship of the desert" really exists
in an untamed condition. From time
Immemorial, says the New Ycrk Tribune, two species of tame eartiel have
been In use, namely, that known us the
dromedary, with only one hump, and
found in India, Arabia and Africa,
while the one with two bumps is met
with in Central Asia, Pensia and the
south of Russia. Both species figure
in the sculptures of Assyria, and are
mentioned in the oldest books of the
Bible, but always as domesticanimals,
and no trace exists of their being
drafted from their savage state into

Thai was the decision in the Prendergast ca«e of the assassinationof
Mayor Harrison of Chicago. That is
your verdict in regard to your hair
providingvon do not take care of it.
If your hair has already fallen out and
your head Is bald you should consult
nonie one at once who makes a specialty of the hair. Where the follicles
are present there Is a cure for you.
An examination which will cost y-u
nothing may prove of endless value to
you.

Prof. Blrkhoiz,the

German

hair

specialistof Chicago, where he may
be consulted In private, and free of
charge by those who desire treatment.

An examination will costyou nothing
and should he find that there is the
slightest chance to cure you be will
treat yon 'under guarantee to cure or

ONLY
DAYS
MORE.

ask no pay.
Call or address Prof. Blrkhoiz, 1011

Masonic Temple, Chicago.
BTHand this notice to any firstdressed, and showed by his manner civilizedlife. Indeed, it has generally class druaglst and he will get the remthat the lesson had not been lost on been supposed that the camel never edy for you at once If he has not got It
him. lie had a wholesome respect for existed otherwise than as a beast of in stock.
the court, and was. no doubt, impressed burden, and the few specimens of wild
Come earlv, and make your selecwith the majesty of the law.
dromedarieswhich have hitherto been tions from the Xmas presents on view
secured by travelers and hunters have at
COMPOSING ON THE MARCH. been regarded as merely some of the
Stevenson's Jewelry Store.
domestic species that had reverted to
M.’ody Cam* to Him In the Banks, nal
the freedom of barbarism. ZoologicNo one In-ordlnary health need beIt Almost Caued Trouble.
ally speaking, the newly discovered come bald or gray, if he will follow
Benvenuto Coronaro, the composes
wild camel of Lobnor does not differ sensible treatment We advise cleanrecently published some reminiscenced
widely from the domesticatedrnimal, liness of the scalp and the use of
in one of the Italianmusical papers.
except there la almost an entire lack Hall’s Hair Kenewer.
He was serving once in the annji
of hump, and that its sagacity and
and was ordered to take part In a long
Holiday Presen to at
sense are developed to a most remarkamarch. On the way a melody came id
Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
ble degree of keenness. And. whereas
him. He could not get rid of it Ht
we have hitherto been accustomed to
heard it above the "toots" of the trum*
associate this animal with ideas of the
INTEREST TO LADIES.—
peU and the beat of the drums.
torrid heat of the African and- Arabian The scalp may he kept white and
Suddenly, the fear possessed him that
deserts, it would appear that it thrives clean, and the hair soft, pliant, and
he might forget the melody; it wad
nowhere so well as in the coldest por- glossy, by the use of Ayer's Hair Vignecessary to write it
*
or. This preparation never falls to
tions of Siberia,suffering no inconvenTaking courage, he drew hla note*
restore to faded and gray hair Its origience even from the most severe winbook from hia pocket and began Ml
inal color. Sold by druggists and perters, when the thermometer is many
write. Of course he lost his place Id
men.
degrees below zero.
the ranks, and the sergeanthurried
toward him.
When Ponce-de-Leonsought to
Another Moon.
find
"Are you crazyr be asked. “Takq
A
dty-bred, tenement-bred youngThe fountain giving back lost
your place in the company at once."
ster took his first excursion into the
"But I cannot," cried Coronaro,
youth,
country with a "fresh-air"party, says
It may be that he had in mind
STn w YoTk Trltant It
Llr
1° the face of th*
the Ume of
m(xjn^ Ni4rht That draught which seems to make
a truth
“That WAS too
~nJ after night the little fellow went out
Out of the fable ages oldr
noJr
after mpper and »t upon. etenebehtad
For drinking .it the old grow
young;
It is Indeed a draught of gold,
Surpassing all by poets sung.
The dnught meant Is Dr. Pierce’s
“‘WhAtam
pasaed/kud aa it happened the fresh- Go'den Medical Discovery,of course.
same iuBoeptiblebo, It is a most potent rejuvenatorof the
weakened and debilitated system. It
book, which he
j “ the -me furahouw. Supper

S

we were told that there would be no
train to bos Andes till three p. ra.
next day. hot we might telegraph for
the contractor's engine to take us
down, which we did. We bad only to
pay thirty dollars for it and saved a
whole day by doing so.
"At about ten a. m. the engine ar-
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ability as

Will be Bomething terrible, but we have

drives out all poison, all Impurity, enriches the blood and makes the old
and worn out feel young and vigorous.
Ponce-de-Leondidn't discoverit, but
Dr. Pierce did. and be rightly named
It when be called it a "Golden Dlscov-
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HOBBES AND GEOMETRY.

rather embarrassing.
Ir.

Mather lUket m MUUke lo
etilwrtot

UU

Oal-

£

‘.sked.

She started an instant, then smiled
ind replied, precociously:
“Oh, yes, sir.”
‘Been shopping?’’
“Oh, yes, sir,*' she said, with an awk*
vard little jump.

D

dare say?"
“Oh, yes, if you please,sir,” she said,
I have some tea.”
“And then you have tea for lunch?"
I

aid the wise reasoner.
“If we don’t have coffee," she muttered, half to herself. The big man
1 *oked at her in surprisea moment,
i>at she was demure and looked straight
;.head.
“Isn’t your ma afraid to let you go
hwn-town alone?" he asked, after a
jjause.

“In daytime?” she

said, in sur*
rise. “Oh, no, sir. The fact is," she
aid, as the oar stopped and she arose,
mother died three weeks after my
oarriage, and she doesn't care whether
I go out at night or not The chances
:-re that hubby would kick if I went
-lone."

And
i

lie

then, as she looked him square in

face,

he noted with astonishment

II

8S§§88' 18822

Hobbes was not yet fifteen when he
went to Oxford. He did not care much
for logic, yet he learned it and thought
himself a good disputant.There is nc
reason to think he learned anything
else at Oxford save a strong dislike oi
academic institutions and methods. He
turned from the officialstudies tc
amuse himself with geography and
voyages. As to mathematics, then*
was no official recognition of them at
all while Hobbes was at the university,
do there is nothing improbablein the
statementthat Hobbes had never
opened a copy of Euclid until he wat
near middle age. The story is best told
in Aubrey’s own words:
“He was forty years old before be
looked on geometry,which happened
accidentally, being in a gentleman’s
library, ‘Euclid’s Elements’ lay open
and it was the 47th Prob., Lib. I. So
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began. “Clay Allison Was a desperado.
He lived In the Red river country in
the panhandle. Ha trigger finger wa#
busiest in the early ’80s. His record
was twenty-one. He boasted of it
Twenty-one dead men, whpae graves
were scatteredfrom Dodge CUy to
Santa Fe. I myself saw him kill Bill
Chunk, a bad man, who shot people
just for the fun of seeing them fall
The two men had no cause for quarrel
They were the prize killers of the
same sectionof the country. It was a
spirit of rivalry which made them
swear to shoot each other on sight.
Their friends bet on the result of their

1

Republican.

?
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to*

to*
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tc to

he reads the proposition. ‘By
!’ says
he; ‘this is impossible.’ So he reads the

®

_

OUTLAW

WAS

Two policemenwere trudging along
their beat on Pequot avenue, in the
heart of New London, at a late hour
the other night, says the Boston Herald, and they were not hunting at all—
not scenting game at any rate— when a
thickset looking cat saunteredalong
the sidewalk, clad in a gay striped
suit fashionableIn country walks at

season.

Democrat
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“Kitty! Kitty!" called onepatrolman,
kindly. “Come here, kee-eetyl” and
then he tapped the stranger gently
with the tip of his night stick.
But it was not a cat in the least— not
a cat of the kind they were used toand it grossly and basely abused theli
confidence, and so they fairly ham
mered the stuffing out of the ungrata
ful beast, both men did.
In fact it seemed as if they could
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upon him for his sins. He quit
ways. He drank no more. No
man ever after the birth of his child
fell before his deadly pistol He was
completely changed. In the new life
which followed he devoted himself
with absorbing energy to his business
interests. He became rich In time.
Ten thonsand cattle on the Texas
ranges bore hit brand. A few years
ago he was driving from his ranch on a
heavy road wagon to town. The heavy
wheels jolted down Into a deep rut.
Allison was pitched headforemost to
the ground. His neck was broken.
The team jogged on into the distance
and left him lying there, dead and
alone upon the prairie."
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A COSTLY PROCEEDING.
Tb« Penalty of Asfcln«tor a Kiss la Bril•h Barmab.
The police court report* in the London papers sometimes quote the price
of a kiss, which usually ranges from
half a crown to. half a sovereign, according to the temperamentof the
magistrate. How ridiculously cheap
this is, says a writer in London Truth,
will be seen from the following account of the cost of merely asking for
a kiss, which has been sent to me from

Wasson.
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imprudence invited.This exemplary
woman afterward wrote to the doctor
that she had told her husband of his
conduct The doctor then wrote an
abject apology, which the husband
submitted to the Madras government
Without being allowed to say a word
on his own behalf, the doctor waa
forthwith officiallyadvised to resign the service to avoid dismissal
Since then the Madras government has
been induced to modify its decision.
The offender is graciously permitted
to serve the farther nine months necessary to qualify him for the lowest scale
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his civil surgeoncy back to military service and jacked off to a remote
station In upper Burpxah."
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Hols Object of a .piiiBMOteCouple al
toe World’s Fair.

At the world’s fair it waa amusing to
note the diversity of objects which visitors found Qie most interesting. One
young woman, who was busy writing
in her note-book in the agricultural
building, hurriedly ran over to a table
and pushed to the front with so much
zeal that the bystanders supposedshe
had forgotten her parse or something

else equally Important; but having
scanned the table eagerly, she merely
said: “0, yea, sugar beets,” and ran
away again to a sheltered place to
write it down.
Another instance was that of an old
oouple, weary-looking arid bundleladen, who asked a guard where the
Minnesota building could be found.
He indicated the direction.
“Is it fur?" asked the man.
“Yea, about half a mile from here."
“0 dear! Well, come, Mary, we’U
put her through now we’re here," said
the old man, shouldering his heavy
bundle.
But the woman was . more garrulous.
"She detained the guard long enonffh to
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though

the names are withheld by the Allahabad paper which gives the facts, the
parties are well known. An officer of
the Madras medical service was holdin one of the most 'desirable civil
surgeoncies in the province, and there
he received a visit from a civilian and
his wife. While driving with the lady
in a dog-cartthe doctor asked her for
a kiss. It was very wrong, (especially
as there was a native servant sitting
behind the couple), and he met with the
stern repulse which his impudence and

Sevey.

©w

will hardly credit the

story, but it Is quite true, and,
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India:

Turner.
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superstitious mind read a meaning as
significant aa that of the message
which the Divine hand wrote on the
palace walls of the king of old in
Babylon. God, he thought, had visited

1931
1931
3875
3910

1
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“Allisonwas a large cattle owner.
He went on a drive to Kansas City onoe,
and while here fell in love, married,
and took the woman to his home in the
west to live. A child was born to them
—a child whose face was as beautiful
as the face of cherub, but whose poor
little body was horribly deformed.
Allison loved the child with the great
love of his passionate nature. In the
babe’s misshapenand twisted form his
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The met one

other, with their drawn aix-ehooters
resting on their laps beneath their
napkins. A plate of oysters on the
shell had just been set before Chunk,
when he dropped his hand, in careless
fashion, and sent a bell at Allison beneath the table. Quick as a leap of
lightning Allison’s gun replied. A tiny
red spot between Chunk’s eyes marked
where the bullet entered. The dead
man rolled over on the table and was
atijl,with his face downward In the
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night at a cross-roadinn in New Mexico
and sat down at Ublea oppoaito each
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first chance rencontre.
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derness.

But the police captain temporarily
French Farm* left Lareety Ui the Hands
excused them from doing further duty
of Children and Old Men.
The oonlplaintof overcrowded cities in the populous and cultured walks ol
the town, and nightly now they patrol
anfl decaying rural population i$
a lonesome and sequestered picket in
in France, and one very proba'
the far outskirts, and relations arc
pie nation of the diminishingn
strained between them and the rest ol
and virility of the French peasan
their fellow-citizens.
*,dven by Jules Simon. De thinks,says
the New York Post, the compulsory
A Hew View of the Ox.
military service has a good deal to do
railroad train that I was on the
with it Peasants have’to leave their
other day," said a man, “went with a
fftrtnsfor three years, and go unwillrush and a roar across a little bridge
ingly enough, it may be. But they
under which at that moment there wa**
ind themselves better clothed and fed
a man driving an ox team. A moment
than they were in their lives, and
! later as we rushed oa we saw the team
tbongh compelled to submit to strict
out on the road, the oxen jamping and
wisclplineand hard work, enjoy a life
skippingand apparently trying to run
far less fatiguing and dull than that
away. The driver was standing in the
hey have been accustomed to, When
cart and swinging his goad around and
their time is up, it is not strange that
bringing it down on them with vigor
thousandsof them refuse to go back to
1 ous whacks; finally he checked ’em. 1
They drift into the towns to
don’t pretend to know much alxrat oxen,
in factories,with absolute
| maybe they’re given to running away.
___ > working hours, and to ob> but to mb it was a niew view of the doll
t contact with their kind for
‘ and plodding ox."
i and that sense of
playing
\ of the great world
JBsetrte
of th#
It is now claimed that there ia such s
poor. The
thing as electric sunstroke. The work
^rta.1era around electrical furnaces in which
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cave at least a mile deep, on the sides
of which are written the mimes of once
prominentpeople who have long since
passed away, the dates running back
perhaps a hundred years, fn one of the
caverns is a perfect little table formed
of a flat rock. During the war this
cave was used by some soldiers as a never get their fill of satisfactionout ol
it, so brimful of Indignation and resent
place for making saltpeter,the hoppers
ment and otfler emotions and thing!
being still in a .state of preservation,
were they; and then they bore the frail
the earth looking aa if it had been dog
remains of their prey into the police
but recently.
station with more deference than ten

CITIES.
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recorded by the city officialsundfer the
hesd of miscellaneousnationalities.
Inquiry reveals the fact that Chinamen
in nearly every ease die of consumption. They are ill as a rule, but a
short time. In their native country
their principal diet is rice, which, from
its healthfnlneas, tends to lengthen
life. When they begin business here
school There was a murmur of dis- all their habit* change. They work
early and late, seldom leaving their
;
“Don’t you want to know why an shops, and as they succeed they begin
to eat American food. It is remarked by
apple falls to the ground?"
all with whom they have dealings that
A little hand went up.
they always buy the best the markets
I' ‘Ah, Mary wants to know," said the
gratified teacher. “I know, a’ready." afford. liis their custom to work until midnight dr after and then enjoy a
Kaid&ary.^ ' ’
hearty
meal If they are well to do
“Now Mary, stand up and tell the
they are certain to have chickens and
school what causes an apple to fall to
whatever fruit can be procured, no
the ground."
“Worm bit" was the quick but un- matter how expensive it msy be. If
they have just started in the lanndry
expected reply.
business it is quite likely that they
AN
FORTRESS.
will form a company and adjourn to
the nearest “night lunch wagon” or
The CUff from Which the
restaurant
Shot Dows Trsvslon.
Living, as most of them do, in such
On the left bank of the Holston river
small rooms, when sickness overtakes
In Dawkins county, Tenn., is a cliff
them they cannot receive proper care
which has some local fame. It is of
and they are carried to the hospitals.
solid stone, perpendicularfrom the
base up, and la something over a hunIT
NO CAT.
dred feet high. From the top of it the
country is visible for miles and miles, TtM MalodorousExperience of Two UnsophisticatedPolicemen.

affordinga grand view of the hill,
mountain and stream. A few feet back
from the edge are still plainly to be
seen the earthworks forming the rendezvous of the celebrated Sizemore and
his gang of desperadoes. From the top
of the hill they commanded a full view
of a much used public road, together
with two fords alfove and below, and a
great number of hapless soldiers as
well as private citizens who had lucklessly incurred their anger fell victims
to their unerring rifle ballets as they
attempted to pass all unconscious of
danger. Very near this cliff is a little

o»t*8s

182
66

their mother, according to the
Inter Ooean, The children
at her attentively and critically
for a few minutes, then Willie said:
“Say, Jane, wouldn’t you wear your
txmnet when you was little? Is that
what makes you so black?"
“Don’t you want to study philosophy?" caid the teacher of a primary

FLOCKING TO FRENCH
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The man who told the story between
the puffs of his cigar was from Texas,
says the Kansas City Times. ‘Clay
Allison’s life was a tragic romance, he

fine or accurate scholar.

demonstration of it, which referra
Ttw UaeotteUras Wit of Bright Young him back to another, which he also
read, ‘et sic delnceps,’that at last he
Americana.
was demonstrativelyconvinced of that
Eddie’s good mother was teaching
him the catechism. “And what did truth. This made him in love with
geometry.”
()&in say when the Lord asked him:
•Where is thy brother Abel?* " Eddie
CHINESE CONSUMPTIVES.
scratchedhis bead and studied hard
for a little while, then looked up with The MoofoUans Speedily Succumb to the
Dread Disease.
a beaming countenance and said, in
That
there
is a large Chinese populanis slightly drawling tones: “Am I a
tion in Boston is well knpwn, and yet
runnin’ my brother?"
a death
Little Mary was very unwilling to It is seldom that one
wear her sunbonnet, although repeat* in the Chinese quarter; The proporudly told how dark she would be tion of Chinese residents,says the Boston Transcript, is small as compared
tanned by the sun unless she did.
Living in a small northern town sha with those of other nationalities,and
and her little brother had never seen a there is no way to tell the exact numperson until one came to live ber of deaths among them, as they are
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acquired by exclusiveattention to those
languagesa facility in them which now
seems not only precocious but almost
monstrous,says the National Review.
“It la not to be forgotten,"says Aubrey,
“that before he went to the university
he had turned Euripidls Medea out ol
Greek into Latin iambiques, which he
presented to his master." We need not
regret that this performanceis not pre-

.hat her hair was just taming gray.
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A~TRAQ10 ROMANCE.

! :sii

served, for Hjbbes, though ready
“What have you in your bundle?" enough in handling both Greek and
sked the inquisitive man. “Some* Latin, does not appear to have been a

..ling nice for lunch,

2.

rui

Happened to fail In Loro with
It— Went to Oaford.
Hobbes got his Latin and Greek al
Malmesbury from a young scholar
named Richard Latymer, newly com*
from the university(doubtlessmeaning
Oxford), and, as was then common, he
,

She was a cute, pretty little thing, eo
nail that her feet didn't touch the
! xv of the oar. It worried her, too,
or occasionally the tugged away at
tor skirt to bide the display of silken
iota. At the Seven Corners, a large,
'lf-eatisfled man took a seat beside
wr, says the 8t Paul Pioneer Press.
’‘On your way home, little girl?" he
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

and Proweufcor Fish presented his
statement of the case. The People
In connectingLudlow with the murZeeland.
der relied largely upon proving that
with which the shooting
Baker De Graaf, who has been quite the revol v< r with
sick for the past few weeks, is on the was done was Ludlow’s. In this they
way to
were somewhat dissappointed.rtotn-

recovery.

,

Monday morning our

MALARIAL %

Results from atmospheric oondlttona,
unclean premises, imperfectventilation

^

citizens were lD«
aroused by an alarm of Are at the real^nn®“£?p
inaHnn ns
dence of Albert Lahu's. By quick been given during the examination,as
and gallant work it was soon extin- publisheda few weeks ago. The evidence and argument by council were
guishei, most of the damage done beAnlshed Saturday afternoon. Judge
ing caused by water. A Are is a rare
Padgham in chargingthe Jury instrucaffair in our village, and it was surted them that to reach a verdict of
prising how soon a large crowd had
guilty they must beyond an absolute

congregated.
The severe frost on Sunday night
nipped about 300 bu. of apples of E.
Boone &Co., stored in Keppel’s elevator.

from deadly
pt neral nmdown and

AmWJ5?5?elr*l0<,ntlJ

5EWER QAS. A
8

mo^OtS^TKaa,writes:

Hr. J. A.
For three years

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

j

1 was troubled with Macaused my appetite to tafl,
r*lo°«A u flesh, that
loet its charms. I tried mercurial

laria, which

u?*1

life

and Potash remedies,bat oould get noielief
I then decided to try
A few bottlesof this
wonderful medicine
made a complete and

.

Clothing,

permanent cure, and
1 non enjoy better health than ever.
^»**»**»
Our Treatiseon Blood and Skin Diseases
mailed free to any address.

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Itl-U, Ga.

CURIOSITIES OF PLANT

Gent’s Furishing Goods,

i

LIFE.

Mr. Chas. Anys has received his apJ. D. Everhard and family entertalned a large party of friends at their pointment as mail carrier from Ventura via Port Sheldon to West Olive.
' ome Thursday evening.
Hence ttje old Ventura route to Holland will be discontinued on and after
Grand Haven.
Dec. 5.
carload of glass was received
Wm. Smith, Abe Anys and Martin
h ’ om Amsterdam by the Glass factory
Anys started out north last Thursday
for a deer hunt. They
furnace
away three weeks.
at Fruitport will start up next week.
Farmers around here are at last
About 400 men will be employed, diworking up to the fruit business. Last
rectly and indirectly.
Monday Geo. Souter was kept busy
At the annual election of oAlcers of giving out fruit trees and berry plants.
the Are department the following A good share of them were for this lowere elected: Chief, Joseph Palmer;
cality and the Lake Shore.
' assistant chief, John Fisher; secreThe election is over and Ottawa
tary and treasurer, Gerrlt Bottje.
county has reason to be proud of the
In the storm of early Thursday result.
morning, the little schooner Antelope,
of Chicago, capsized near the mouth
Saugatuck.
of the harbor and the three men who
composed her crew were drowned.
Superintendent Flannagan of the
Ten minutes later the schooner Al- Douglas schools took a number of the
ert attempted to make the piers. She high school girls to the polls last elecfailed and landed high and dry on the tion, to enable them to witness the
beach. Wreckage from the Antelope practical operation of the Michigan
is coming ashore. So quickly did she system of voting.
disappear that the life savers could Having secured employment in one
render no assistance.She left South of the furniture factories at Holland,
Chicago -Wednesday morning light, John Huff has moved his family to
bound for White Lake. The Alert is that place to reside.
afe in her present position, but will
Supervisor C. Putman of this townbe a total loss if the wind changes.
The Antelope was a very small ves- ship died Tuesday of last week, pneumonia being the cause of his death.
sel measuring but 32 tons. She was
Mr. Putman was about &5 years old
16 years old. The sailors drowned
were: Capt. John Larson and brother and had for years been a prominent
and an unknown Swede known as merchant of Douglas. He had been
postmastertwenty years, and was the
"Chris”. They made their borne at
supervisor of Saugatuck township at
Oo.’s

Whitehall

the time of his death. His illness was
contractedwhile attendingthe meeting of the board of supervisors in October last. D. M. Gerber has been appointed his successor.

Nicholas Scanlan, the Lament postmaster, who was arrested in March on

a

charge of embezzling post-office
was arraigned in the United

funds,

»

WILL BE SOLD
AT LESS THAN •

States court Tuesday, plead Congressman H. F. Thomas received
guilty to the charge, and was sentenca handsome vote in this township, for
ed to two years imprisonmentin the
which he cah thank Democrats as well
Detroit house of correction.Young
as Republicans. In working for our
Scanlan is 23 years of age and was apharbor he worked for the interest of
pointed postmaster of Lamont under
all and the people have done well to
the present administration. Shortly
demonstrate
that they appreciatehis
after his appointmenthis career beefforts. His majority was 176.
l ame wild. He drew on the postofflee
Most mistakes in voting are made
inds to pay his bills and to set himilf aright with his bondsmen, he con- by those who assume that a vote for
i»l octed a story of robbery. On Nov. 7, the Arst candidate on the ticket is a
[ 893, he broke out a
window glass in vote for the whole ticket. Thus at
the recent election a dozen or more
1 he postoffice and circulatedthe story
frhat the office had been robbed. The ballots were marked only for Rich,
government inspector Investigated or • Fisher, when the intent of the
he case and at once decided that it voter was to vote the whole Repubi'bs a put up job on the part of Scan- lican or Democratic ticket.— Commercial
n.

-

WHOLESALE
FREE TRADE
PRICES!!

characters of the Thibetan
is of great are and the

alphabet It

only one of Rs kind known there.
The caobab tree is considered one of
the most wonderful of the vegetable^
kingdom. It appears that nothing can
kill this tree; hence it reaches an
astonishing age as well as enormous
size. The natives make a strong cord
expect to be from the fibers of the bark; hence the

A

Us week.
The Spring Lake Iron

Hats, Caps, Etc.

Trees That Distill Water, Furnish Light,
Change Color, and Catch Fish.

their old days.

teli.

SUB

impoverishedcondition of the blood en-

On the Canary Island grows a fountain tree, a tree most needed in some
parts of the island, says the Sun Jose
(Cal.) Mercury.' It is said that the
leaves constantly distill enough water
to furnish drink to every living creature in Hiero, nature having provided
this remedy for the drought of ttje
Island. Every morning,near this part
of the island, aeloud or mist arises
ground and was carried to the house happiness.
from the sea, which the winds force
by his wife. Up to date no clue has
against the steep cliff on which the
Port Sheldon.
been found as to the perpetratorof
Thursday the town board met at the tree grows, and it is from the mist that
this foul deed.
office of the clerk at West Olive to ac- the tree distills the water.
The classis of the H. C. Ref. church
China, too, claims her remarkable
cept the resignation of Frank Wallace,
met here Tuesday.
as highway comniissloner.After a tree. This Is known as the tallow tree,
The semi-annual meeting of the good deal of balloting Wm. Roberts •o called from the fact of its producing
Grand River Medical Association was was elected to succeed him. Mr. Wala substance like tallow, and which
held In the village ball Tuesday.
lace has traded his place for one near serves the same purpose, is of the same
P. Ver Hage made a business trip Hastings and will move thence. He
consistency, color and smell On the
to Grand Rapids on Tuesday.
has the good wishes of all that knew
island of Lewohew grows a tree about
Two young couple were married by him, even if as highway commissioner the slse of a common cherry tree, which
Rev. J. Groen, in his church, Sunday he allowed us only two or three loads possesses the peculiarity of <»b*T>glng
evening, a large congregationwitness- of straw on the sand bills in the
the color of its blossoms. At one time
ing the nuptials. The contracting fractional town.
the flower assumes the tint of the lily,
parties were Martin De Haan and
John Anys and family have moved
and
again shortlytakes the color of the
Jennie De Jonge, and H. Van Velden into their new house. Your corresand Miss Minnie Vegter.
pondent called there Sunday and con- rose. In Thibet there is a curious tree
For that tired and haggard look on gratulated them on having such a known as the tree of the thousand tmi; (ta leaves are covered with wellthe face of so many of our business comfortablehome in which to spend
meD-rfaptfo

GUI

sues, and If not corrected,Catarrh. Bronchitis, and even Consumptionmay be the
result 8.
S. promptly corrects all
these evil effects.

doubt And that Ludlow was at the
Hurd house the night of the tragedy
and did the shooting. The Jury went
out at 6:45. They were out an hour
and three-quarters and returned with

Miss Jennie Oilmans visited her a verdict of “not guilty”. Mrs. Ludhome in Grand Rapids Tuesday, and low fell in a faint and the crowd
also attended the Sunday school con- cheered. Ludlow Jumped to the side
vention.
of his wife, and the crowd congratulaH. H. Karsten made a business trip ted the lawyers and the Jury. The
trial of Mrs. Hurd has gone over to the
to Grand Rapids Wednesday.
A large narty of young people were next term of court.
Republican pluralities on governor
entertained by the Misses Kamperman at their home last week Friday in some of the townshipsof this county are as follows: Allegan 197, Fillevening.
more 156, Heath 84, Laketown 68,
J. Den Herder and wife made a trip
Manlius 156, Overlsel6, Salem 156,
to the Valley City Wednesday.
Saugatuck 133.
Evert Evers was most brutally asFennvUU Herald: Invitationsare
saulted last Wednesday evening by an
unknown party. He is an old man out to the wedding of Arthur Goodand lives with his wife on a small rich of Holland ana Miss Ella Deming
farm one mile from the village. He of Saugatuck, which will occur at the
had left the house a few minutes when home of Capt. and Mrs. W. G. Phelps,
a person attacked him with a club Wednesday,Nov. 14. Mr. Goodrich
and hit him most unmercifullyon the has had a life long acquaintance here
head until he fell unconscious to the and hosts of friends will rejoicein his

GMI GUM

ivl ~Pni<sf
POISON

trees are continuaUy barked, but
without damage, as they soon put forth
a new bark. It seems imperviousto
jfire and even the ax is resisted, as it
continues to grow in length while it is
lying on the ground.
In Mexico there k a plant known by
the name of Palo de Leche. It belongs to the family of euphorbia...The
Indians throw the leaves into the water
and the flah become stupefied and rise
to the surface and are then caught by
the natives. In this case the effect of
the naroooticsoon passes off. The
milk of this plant thrown upon the fire
gives out fumes that produce nausea
and headache. The milk taken internally is a deadly poison; it will produce death or insanity according to the
alse of the dose. There is a popular
belief among the lower class in Mexico
that the Insanity of the ex-Em press
Car lotto was caused by this poison.

We

are going to move about Dec. 25th

and

all

goods must be sold.

and Get Prices.

Call

&COMPANY

STERN

H.

LYCEUM
OPERflllOUSE,
FOR SALE BY

ScaaltlM About Bis Ago.

DOESBURG.

J. O.

Saturdau, November 17.

distinguished man like M.
Grevy refuses to tell his age, surely ordinary women may be excused for so

When a

LaMe-Mi

1116 MdjGStfG

Go.,

purely feminine weakness. By this subterfuge the president misled his countrymen into believing him to be six years
younger than he was, according to an
In the Funny Comedy Drama,
anecdote, as follows: “M. Grevy was always very reluctant to tell his age and
openly admittedthat reluctance.At a
dinner party given by one of his
*
friends in 1872, the future president of
the republicsaid, with a smile: ‘People may try as much as they like, they
The Creole Girl of Cuba.
will never know my real age.’ And,
in fact, when M. Herold, who was some
time a minister of the third republic,
Reserved Seats now on sale by the
endeavoredto obtain definiteparticu- Ladies of the Maccabees and at Breylars of M. Grevy ’sage for a new edition man & Son’s Jewelry Store.
of ‘Vapereau,’ M. Grevy persistentlyrefused to supply them. ‘The archives
Reserved Seats, 50 cents.
of Mounteoua-Vaudrey were burnt in

Mir aid a”

1818,’

he

btf >vou

said,

can.

NOW OPEN AT

‘and you must do the
You’ll get no informa-

i
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1

1
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GYMKHANA IN LONDON.
B«w the Eagllsh Am Am«*la<r TA*m-

Allegan County.

tion

from me.’ As a consequence,all

M. Grevy’a biographersgave the year
1813 as that of his birth, while in real*
ity he was bora in MOT,"
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STOCK— Cattla.

The trial of 0. W. Ludlow and Mrs.
___ Patent*.
mItm with M Indian Sport.
Hurd, for the murder of Ira Hurd,
__ Patent*........ 4j
Probate
Order.
The
gymkhana,
a
sort
of
gymnaatio
husband of the latter named respon___ _ o. 2 Ued......4...
VNa Northern............
dent, was commenced Wednesday hash, in which the participants art ex- 8TATP! OF MICHIGAN,I ..
CORN—
ORN— No. C.
a..,
.'•••<
•... ....
commr or Ottawa.
noon, and excited the greatestof in- pected to exercise their ingenuityin
At •••• •••• e**lt*
At
a
mmIoo
of
the
probata
court
for
tbs
counterest. Judge Padgham presided devising all aorta of unheard of perATS-Nai...-.
•••••• ••••••
ty of Ottawa, holdei at. the Probata Offloa in tha
The People were representedby Pros‘‘iic** ftVw
rV.fi!!
City of Grand Havau. in aaldoonnty,on Thuraecutor Fish, assisted by David StockW- Western. .*!!!!..*.*.'!!!
day.tbaFlftaanth
day
ofNqvanibar.ln
the
year
one
TTER-West'rn
Creamery
dale. The attorneys for the defense
Western Dairy ....... ..... _
thousand eight hundredand ninety four.
were Messrs. Wilkes, Anderson, and
CHICAGO.
Praaaot, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge of
Adam, The .respondents asked
BEEVES— Shipping Steen.. f3 80
Probata.
Oowt
........................
1 tt
r*>4L*Dd wcre_
irate trial, and
Stockers ...................
2 00
other
"wording to the In the matter of tha aetata of Albert NienL>c charge against r. Ludlow’ was J
Feeden ....................
2 80
ten up Arst. When brought into £ftP«rethcroth«01 "Po* bare bule, deceased
Butchers’ Steers .......... 100
On reading and filing the petition,duly verirt he appeared well, says the Ga- 1 tron* cray dtw H. The lno«t amusing
Texas Steen ...... ....... 2 25
though more coucerned than at 1 event on the programme was a coo- fied, of WlepkoDlekema.administratorof the HOOS ...... ........... ...... 18
SHEEP..,'
...............180
_ Crelmery.
examination. During the after- j tume race. Seated on side saddles and estate of said deceased,praying for tho licenseof _____
BUTTER—
......... 14
tbla
court
to
aeli
certain
land
belonging
to
eald
Dairy..
...
n his attention was partly occupied attired in dresses of the gayest colors
isingand caressinghis four year- and the most startling cut five men
SeU-woKlngT^............P^OO
\ laughter, who was with him most went round the count, which included thereinset
New Dwarf .....
ThereuponIt la ordered,That Wednesday,the
. le time. She is a rather pretty a bushed hurdle. Two ballet girls
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W. A. Me Guire, a well-known citi- Croup is a tenor to yonng mothers.
zen of McKay, Ohio, is of tbe opinion To post them concerning the Aral
that there is hothing as good for chll- symptoms, and treatment is the obdren troubled with colds and croup as Ject of this Item. The first indicattefr

All Hurl .......

qW-

(both men) cowrrfth* pool..'
Twelfth day of Deember next,
cght wajs. She seemed not to
iav t),i
,
-stand the cause of her father’s be- £r8^ith /d^ourakirta, a Dolly
? there and paid very little atten- ; } ardep
^by *njd gory and sun
m to what was passing around her.j
fVoe' and
fn leaving him before court adjourns Aunt brona ug roe rear.
, Jl she kissed him affectionately. It i Another feature of tWlay was the ^b- sessionof said Court, then to be balden at the
•Bis a touching scene and tears were : stacle race, in whldt* variety of oV Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, in
IL' MKiibie In bis eyes as she departed, jects likely to put ponies on were ar- said county, and show cause, If any there be,
[*s. Ludlow Is very modest ana unas- j ranged round the course. The one why the prayer of tbe petitionershould not be
(mtng in appearance, rather good > that attractedpeople moat was the granted:And it is fartherOrdered, That said
hking, and was often seen gazing in- ^ries of paper screens through which petitioner give notice to the persons Interested
illy at her husband as he was con- tbe ponies had to foroe their way. The In said estate, of the peadeaoy of said petition,
Itlng with his attorneys or was oth- ! ^to-tail race and the handkerchief and the bearing thereof by causing a copy of this
order to be published In the Hollaxd Crrr News
n
of the terrible ’crtoT
atawspaperprintedand circulatedin said conn,

Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. 'He of croup is hoarseness. Inachlldwfio
has used it in his family for several Is subject to croup it may be taken as
vears with the best results and always a sure sign of the approach of an at*
keeps a bottle of It in the house. Af- tack. Boliowing this hoarsenessIs
mving la grippe
ter having
grippe he was himself peculiar, rough cough. If Chambertroubled with a severe cough. He lain's Cough Remedy is given as boob
used other remedies without benefit as
as the child becomes hoarse
hoarseoreven
or even afand. then concluded to try the chil- ter a rough cough has appeared it will
dren’s medicine and to his delight it prevent the attack. It has never
soon affected a permanent cure. 25 been know to fail. For sale by Heber
and 50 cent bottles<or sale by Heber Walsh.
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Jobs V. B. Goodmch. Probate Clerk.
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Holland City News.

MULDER

BROS., Publishers.

Holland, Mich.

Members of a Sharon (Pa.) maenner*
ohor ate a cat, which was palmed off
on them aa a ’possum by an Ohio man.
Almost the entire business center of
the Tillage of Frederick,8. D., was
destroyed by Are, the losa being 9100,
000.

The News

Got. Floweb, of

tempt to

•

Important Intelligence From All Parts.

experts to at*
resuscitate a man executed in

the electrical chair.
Oveb 100 businessmen of Perry, (X
T., were arrestedfor refusal to pay
the occupation tax.
President Cleveland was said to
favor a now issue of bonds at once,
owing to the low stage of the gold re*
serve.
November returns of the rates of

DOMESTIC.

John

New York, has

Condensed. granted permissionto

English, of Portland, Ind.,

elected sheriff on the republican ticket,
was taken ill after the close of the
polls and died from heart disease.

Two children of Alfred Hindstrom.
of Chassell, Mich., were left alone in

yield of corn per acre make the averluge 19,7, the lowest in thirteen years.
heavt snowstorm prevailed
Alexi
canderG. Peck and his wife
were found dead at their home in El* throughoutIndiana, delaying freight
the house, which caught fire, cremat*
ing them.
thei

jgin.

A-

Maj. Gen. 0. (X Howard, of the
United States army, has been formally
retired, having reached the ago limit,
84 years
Official returns from New York
give Levi P. Morton (rep.) 150,781 plurality for governor over David P. Hill.
The plurality for Strong (rep) for
mayor of New York city is 44,285, and
the republicans also elect a majority
of the board of aldermen.
The supreme court of New Jersey decided that women had not the right to
vote at the school meetings in the

MEYER & SON'S

hoto^

motic

PIANOS,

SewIngMachines,

ORGANS,

Oils,

GUITARS,

Attachments

MUSIC BOOKS,

for

and

Machines.

all

i

A

IIL They had been asphyxiated and passenger trains in many

wy ooal gas.
j Hundreds of people in Deerfield, 0.,
were exposed to small pox through
oontaot with a faith cure victim.
* The opera house, the post office and
t). M. Miller A Go’s store were burned
•t Addison.W. Va., by incendiaries.
) Rev. T. DrWitt Talmaor, pastor of
||he Brooklyn taberuaclefor twenty*
^va years, has resigned.
, A terrific storm had raged for thir*
ty-aix hours all over New England.
Ita violence was only equaled by the
Ifreat blizzard of 18SS. Reports from
Various points indicateddisasters to
^hipping and great destruction of prop*
irtjy, aggregatingin value several hundred thousand dollars.
Detectives found the body of Mrs.
Mary Cottrell, of Hamilton county, on
ft dissectingtable in an Indianapolis
medical college
Lee Lawrence (colored)waa lynched
by a mob near jtlontioello, Ga. He
had been sentencedto be hanged No*

It was considered probable that tha
populists had elected the governor of
Texas and eleven congressmen.
The pluralty of Henry Wulff (rep)
for state treasurer of Illinoisover
Claggett(dera.) was placed at 180,000.

in-

state.

We handle

Full returns from the election in
Iowa give William McFarland (rep.)
for secreUry of state a pluralityof

Chronic Nervousness

80,805.

stances.

OrnciAL returns from the recent
grand lodge of the Amerielections give the following republican
can National Union of Stcnograpben
pluralities:Indiana, 45,445; Iowa, 80, •
and Typewriterswas organized in St
000; Missouri, 11,092; Wisconsin,51,Joseph, Mo.
Residents of Indianapolis were 498; Minnesota.59.268; Connecticut,
17,687; New York, 156,688.
alarmed at the frequency with which
Rufus N. Ramsay, state treasurer of
graves were being desecrated and
Illinois, died at Carlyle after a brief
robbed.
illness, aged 55 years.
The visible snpply of grain in the
George W. Scogoan, the well-known
United States on the 12th was: Wheat
race-horse owner and breeder, died at
81,220,000 bushels; corn, 2,888,000 bushhis home near Louisville,Ky.
els; oats, 9,004,000bushels; rye, 449,000
Official eleetlon returns from Nebushels: barley, 8,988.000 bushels.
braska give Holeomb (dem.-pop.) for
William Stubgks, the plaintiff in
The

the Highest Grade of

Could Not

Nervous

Sleep,

PIANOS,

first

remainder

Headaches.

enough

Saved f)y Life,
had almost given np hope of
ever being well again. 1 was a
chronic sufferer from nervousness and

Henry Powell shot and fatally
wounded Mrs. Baplre McLaughlinat
North Rochester, Pa, and then killed

could not sleep. 1 was

MBS. M. WOOD, Rlngwood, IU.

Dr. Miles’ Nervine
The A. B. Chase has no superior.

Cures.

FOREIGN.

The Story & Clark Organs have -received the
highest commendation at
Sold by

all

the,

World’s Fairj

druggists.

CHICAGO

The Wheeler & Wilson, New Home, and

894^
AMP WEfT MICHIGAN H’Y.
Sept 23
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the

market,
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MACHINES.

Nervine. Yours truly, *

The

‘nd

macbari

troubled

also

with nervous headache, and had tried
doctors in vain, until 1 used your

of the state officers elected

schooner Annie M. Pride wai
himself. Jealousy was the cause.
driven ashore st the entranceto HaliThe First national bank of Johnson
ember SO for assaulting Mrs. Polk.
fax harbor and all on board (seven
Attorney General Olney decided Oity, Tenn., with a capital of 8100,000, person) perished.
that railway employes had a legal closed its doors.
The volcano of Colima, 1q Mexico,
Mantxn J. Watson buried at AnderTight to belong to brotherhooda.
was in an active eruption, and the peoson,
Ind.,
the
last
of
a
family
of
five,
At a meeting of the National Waif
ple in the immediate vicinity were
•aaoeiation in Pittsburgh Gen. Russell including his wife, who ware in good greatly alarmed, as streams of lava
health
one
mouth
ago.
They
were
the
[A* Alger, of Detroit, Mich., waa electwere pouring down the sides of the
victims of black diphtheria
ed president
moantalna
John W. Goff, reoorder-eleotof New
The San Bernardino(CaL) First naTwenty Brazilian artillerymen were
tional bank closed its doors from lack York city, filed a statement showing shot at Rio de Janiero for refusing to
that his campaign expenses in the re>•( funds.
obey the orders of their officers.
Four masked banditerodeinto Shat* cent election were seventy-fire cents.
GuillaumeLouis Figuieb, the noted
Barrett Scott, who, as treasurer of
rtftek,0. T., and robbed the post office,
French chemist and scientificwriter,
Holt county, Neb., embezzled 8100,000,
ft store and a saloon.
died in Paris, aged 72 yeara
At Litchfield, Hi., John Hottenrout was sentenced at Neligh to the peni- The Spanish coast steamship Fer*
tentiary
for
five
years.
killed Mrs. Charles Niemeyer and then
nando foundered 20 miles north of
committed suicide. Trouble over land
hl»oDcl.,
were
murdered
by
Indimne
B*h*1 I^ond,
°' h"
waa the cause.
i.aio ----- - Fer8 and crew were drowned.
crossing Pine Ridge Indian
resMike Kelly, famous as a baseball while __
A cloudburst near Valencia. Venecatcher for Chicago and Boston clubs, ervatlon in South Dakota.
Tnu i?
zuela, killed 150 persons and damaged
died of pneumonia in a Boston hospi*
tal, aged 84 years.
CTOP! 40 the
Michael Wilson, aged 6ft, of Adrian,
WneTby
‘nnlTt 1 Two mw w,r. killed and on. InMich., was imprisonedfor cruelly besthl‘ ““P""10115 Pre™“‘ jnred by th« collapse of an nnflaished
exposure.
ing bis mother, wbo is 92 years old.
six-story building in Montreal, Can.
A ’Frisco passenger train was held
"Kid” Thompson, the notorious train
th?.n?“!
robber, was captured and turned over np near Monett, Mo., by two ma.ked I ,A
men, who compelled tb, expresa m.„- ”ln8( " ,Brn«ho- ?°.h'rala- kil,ed
to officers by cowboys in Arizona.
There were 281 business failures in eenger to turn oxer the express pack- twenty miners and Injnred many more.
1 Over 8,000 Armenians,including
the United States iu the seven days ages.
women and children, were massacred
Mrs. Jacob Thomas and child were
ended on the 9th, against 249 the week
homed
to
death
at
Hastings,
!?
l^ Sassmm reglon near Moosh,
previous and 8&8 in the correspondPullman, the General Managers' aa- Turkish Armenia durmg a recent ating time in 1893.
At Taylor, Tex., Joe Patchen went sociation aad the railway strikers^ck by Kurds and twenty-five villages
«?

SEWING

for I

and who broke down under
are republicans, their pluralitiesrangIts weight, died at Owego, N. Y.
ing from 18,000 to 80,000. The legislaThe Texas Pacific railroad cotton
ture will stand: Senate, republican,
wharf at New Orleans was burned by
24; populist^ 9. House, republican, T2j
incendiaries,causing a loss of 8800,000.
democrats,7; populists,2L
in Chicago,
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praise. It has
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•Every flay. Other trains «eek days only.

mile over a half-mile track in t:09, were condemned in the report of the were
A dispatch to a London paper says
breaking the pacing record one and government strike commission. The
that Port Arthur had fallen into the DETRO
Qct28’1894
establishment
of
a
national
board
of
one-quarter Seconds.
hands of the Japanese.
LA3S1KG A NOKT8IERN it. K.
N. J. Villabs, in jail at Fargo, N. arbitration was recommended.
One man was killed and six others The large warehouse in London
IX, confessed to the murder of a farmer
owned by the Terrebona Tea company
injnred by the collapse of the wall of
and his wife near Jamestowu.
L'v Grand Rapids....
Ar. Grand Ledfte .....
Tun Citizens’ national bank at Ober* if building under construction i'fphib 'ros bor"ed' thl! los9 bein^ W00'000'
‘ I/ttHSltlR .........
! ®D80H
cotton and coffee merUn, 0., was robbed of 8000 by unknown
0 ftfl 3 57: 8 V5
Directors
in
Chicago
of
the
Colum^a»ed
for
81,11 4d| 5 30 10 10
nV°t*"!!: ..........
thieves who could not force the vault
7 4.l| 5 001
bian exposition resolved to dispose of 00®*00()door.
o o n ot ..
the
200,000
unsold
souvenir
half
dollars
T^Eu8fKLL
Island
savages
attacked
the
Heavy snowstorms prevailed on the
“ F.dt. or-* ................... 0 47, 0 50,...
French traders’ station, killed its oo- ** Alina, ..................... If «*| 7 3i ..
coast of New England and several at
“ 8t. Louis,.
10 3* 8 U.’| ..
Inspector Schaack suspended nine- cuPantsuatllasted on their bodies,
vessels were wrecked.
n ss! !' 27
" Saginaw...
The exchanges at the leading clear- teen Chicago policemen for failureto
LATER,
ing bouses in the United Males during perform their duty and three others
GKO. r>F. HAW.K, >*M.'crnl Emr* nKx-rA, enl.
Crm: n.M l.*n.Mn
the week ended on the 9th aggre- were discharged by Chief Brennan for DANOERors counterfeit half dollars
misconduct
during
the
election.
were
in
cinn.ation
in
Indiana.
The
J.O. HOLCOMB. Aren-.
gat'd 8048,054,409, against i9-2a,557,31f]
Hundreds of acres of potatoes
uPon them is 1894 and they are a
the previous week. The increase,compared with thO correspondingweek iu were not dug, and corn, apples and *ride lighter than the genuine,
other farm products that were not Judge Allkn G. I hubman celebrated
1898, was 1.8.
Crazed by a protracted debauch. harvested were frozen by a blizzard bis 81st birthday at his home iu ColumTrtt Petersen Mattress
tons. O.
Peter Pepp r, a Louisville (Ky.) bar- in Michigan.
Fifty thousand persons witnessedI Ex- Banker A. A. Cadwallader, of
ber. tore out his tougua and died in
An Endless
Can Be Changed Every Day!
the
launching of the St Louis, the Superior. Wls., pleaded guilty of emterrible agony.
bezzlement
and
was
sentenced
to
five
Brig. Gkn. McCook was appointed largest vessel ever constructed in
Wears Evenly, without Stretching.
major general in the United States America, at Philadelphia.Mrs. Cleve- years’ imprisonment.
I Gen. Cassius M. Clay, 84 years old,
army to succeed Gen. Howard, retired. land christened the steamship.
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT f For*
Forest tires in Arkansas were still and his ward, Dora Richardson,15 STui^N &*’•() An^
Investigation shows that on rail0l,lnh,n«vrito to
years
old,
were
married
at
Gen.
Clay’s
This Mat reM is beyond doubt the most practical and useful Innovationo#;f
roads owned by governments the burning fiercely, doing great damage.
experienceIn the petnnt busincw?1' ^ommnnlol.
tlonanrictljr confidential.
A Handbook of In>
the day. It Is only for sale at the FURNITURE EMPORIUM of
charges are very much higher than in Near Edmondson two negroes were home in Lexington,Ky.
formation concernlnx PnlrniN and bow to obTnEgeneral assembly of the Knights tain town >ent free. Also a catulogue of mechanburned to death.
the United States.
ical and iclentiflobooks sent free.
A HEAVT fall of snow was reported °! Laborrmet in eighteenth annual sesMembers of the Cook gang raided
Tatents taken throughMunn St Co. receive
pedal notice In the iS-icntllic American, and
the town of Lenapah. L T., robbing a througbout Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, B‘on at ^ew ^rleaD8thus are brought widely before the public with* the inventor. This splendidpaper,
! UK annual report of George A.
store, killing one man and wounding Michigan and
y.elcKaiiily Illustrated,baa by fur the
Howard, the auditor for the post office
another.
Uatlon of snr •etentlSo work In tb#
Is veer. Bsmple coptas sent free.
PERSONAL
AND
POLITICAL
department,
shows
that
the
total
numThe Export Coal company at PensaLatest returns from the elections I ^er nioney order offices in operation eoplea, oen ta "fc^ery munt^0 oon tafne Hew!
cola, Fla., failed for 8150,009.
ml plates, in colors, and photographs of new
was 19,529.
bonsee. with plana, enabling builders to show
The Sholenburg A Boeckolcr Lum- on the 0th show that the republicans
ber company of St Louis made an as- were successful in all parts of ’’the | Novelu 4 Co., merchants at LonWAT.
country. In New York Levi P. Mor- do°- fail«d for WM.WO.
signment with liabilities of 8215,000.
The twelfth annual meeting of the
Mbs. Abbie A. Bbomlky, widow of ton (rep.) was elected governor by
Avery A. Bromley, a prominent and 150,000 plurality,and in New York city National Baptist congress began at
wealthy citizen, died suddenlyat Mid- Strong (rep.) was elected mayor. N6w Detroit, Mich.
dletown, N. Y., at the age of 70 years. Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Secbetart Carlisle issued a call for
for eighteen years she had lived the New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Dela- bids for 850,000,000 5 per cent ten year
gold bonds.
jllfe of a recluse,and during that time ware. Pennsylvania, North Dakota,
At Renova, Miss., a colored couple,
I)r. CATON’B RKUABttS COMPOUND for
never spoke to a human
South Dakota, California, Minnesota,
LADIKH are bafe. PHOi.PT,rWJtOTUAL. The
i Ernest Huhn, a mining expert, fell Missouri, Kansas, West Virginia, Wyo- Harvey Owsley and wife, were burned oiigluiOand only gt-utilce woman's salvation.
to death in their cabin, which caught heuldlnct, #1.0"; noaleri Advice free.
{800 feet down a shaft at Nevada City, ming, Washington, Idaho. Montana,
CATON SPEC. CO , Boeton. Mns«.
from a forest fire.
CaL, and wu terribly
Colorado and Utah are In the repub“Little
Flour leads
"Jack
the
Strangler"
is again at
The ship Ida C Southard, from Phil- Dean column. Illinois also gives 90,000
work in Denver. A Japanese girl of
jftdelphia to New Orleans, was thought republican pluralityfor the state tickit
be
to have been lost with her crew of et» Indians, 50,000; Ohio, 147,000— the ill repute was his third victim.
Bill Cook and his robber band held
•even
largest ever given; Michigan, 50,000;
of this
I
preparet
1 The Cherokee legislature passed a Wisconsin, 50,000; Iowa 90,000. Ne- up a Missouri, Kansas A Texas train When Baby was sick, we gave her CastorU.
biU making it treason for any eltlcen braska elects a fusion (pop.-dem.) gov- near Muskogee, L T. They were un- When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
to
all
to seU his real estate to a non-citi/en, ®rnor by a majority of 5,000. Tennes- able to enter the express car, but re- When she became Mias, she chmg to Castoria,
gaming as a penalty for so doing see and North Carolina were in doubt lieved the passengers of their valu- When she bad Children, she gave them Castoria.
at short notice
in
Mississippi,Bouth Carolina, Kentucky,1 ables.
death by banging.
The dry goods Ann of Garrettson, Texas, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana The officialvote in the tfeventh KenI
highest cash prices
iWoodruff A Pratt at Tacoma, Wash., and Georgia went democratic. The tucky district gives Owens (dem.) a
republicans carried Chicago and Cook plurality of 101 votes.
failed for $400,000.
of all
specialty
a f
The body of the late czar reached
; Three men attempted to thaw some county by 80,000 plurality,
dynamite at Huntington, Ind., and ! Further returns' from the state 8t Petersburg and was escorted to the
rye
flou
Kepair Shop.
were blown to
elections show that the total num)>et cathedral by a procession imposing in
A storm in Connecticutcaused a loss *ot republicanrepresentativeselected length and make-up.
not forge t
Persons desiring any repairingdone
.More than 800 peraoua lost their
of over 8100,000 to the telegraphand to the Fifty-fourth congress is 250. Re
in the line of Sewing Machines, Guns,
telephone
1
turns also indicated that the republio- lives in an earthquake in Japan. Sa- Locks, Umbrellas,or small machinery
to try “Little
flour.
John Donovan, of Bay City, will be., ftns bad secured control of the senate, kata was almost entirely destroyed.
of any kind, will find me prepared to
Myron B. Wright, of Suesquehanna, do the. work .Shop in basement of
the only democrat in the next Michi- 1 The latent advices show that as a resuit of the congressionalelections on congressman from the Fifteenth Penn- American Hotel, .one door west of C. Elevator and Mills nefcr Railway Station.
inn, a famous south- the 0th the republicans elected 255 sylvania district, died at Trenton, Ont,- Ulom’s bakery, Eighth Street.
' John F. Zalsman.
.
‘ Worth, Tex., members of the lower house, the demo- aged 47 years.
Poltynd,Mich., Nov. 16, 1893.
The schooner John Shaw with its
94 and the populist* 7. The recarried the solid oongression- crew of seven men was wrecked off
ft
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T5*T*orr,Not. 10.— With complete
returns from every county in the state
except Manitou Gov. Rich’s plurality He was a tall, cadavarous, drsppp
has settleditself at 104,489. Official fig- tio looking roan, and he was beb r j
ures will not change it more than a few the magistrateupon the suit of the
hundred either way. This it nearly landladyfor a week’s board. The fact
having been proven conclusively, that
twice the greatest plurality Michigan
’or the
he had occupiedthe quarters foi
ever gave a candidate. The constitutime named, theludge, a very severe
tional amendments, one allowing inlooking old gentleman, asked, as I
mates of the soldiers' home to vote and supposed merely for form sake, what
the other tightening the qualifications the defense was, If any.
of voters, have been adopted by big
The lean man replied that he had

PROVISIONS,

STAPLE
and FANCY
GROCERIES.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR.

v

AND

o

“Over thirty years ago, I remember
hearing my father describe the wonderful curative effects of Ayer*s Cherry
Pectoral. During a recent attack of Ls
Grippe, which assumed the form of a

a Specialty.

catarrh, soreness of the lungs, accompanied by an aggravating cough, I
used various remediesand prescriptions.
While some of these medicines partially
alleviated the coughing during the day,
none of them afforded me any relief from
that spasmodic action of the lungs which
would seize me the moment I attempted
to lie down at night. After ten or twelve
such nights, I was

isourMotto.

Your Patronage Solicited.
Goods Promptly Delivered.

».*G.*VflN*DyK&,
MICH.

LAMBERT.

i%iires
any Other.

POLICE, 3

SOLOb

it

less quantity than

*2.*L9Bn£cm5MEX.

i
SIND foa CATALOGUE

WL'DOUOLAS,

(

W.W

MS
_

$&rXhf
•-

**

SMSKWANTED

Nearly In Despair,

McCracken, M.D.

I

spoonful of this preparation in a little
water, and was able to lie down without
coughing. In a few moments, I fell
asleep, and awoke in the morning
greatly refreshedand feeling much
better. I took a teaspoonfulof the Pectoral every night for a week, then gradually decreased the dose, and in two
weeks my cough was cured.”

ST.

Promptto

St. Joseph, Nov. 18. — The longfought battle for the removal of the
county seat of Berrien county has at
last come to an ending and St Joseph
is victorious. A few weeks ago Judge
Coolidge, of this judicial circuit, rendered a decision adverse to removal,
holding that the election held
last April was illegal because two

Second Floor,
)

CATON’S

LARGE

lpi-41

-

and tale. ioeludlDg on Attorneyfee

foreoloture
of

FifteenDollan (IU) providedfor by law; said

sale to

take place at the North outer door of the

Ottawa County Court Houea, at the city of Grand

For a pain in the side or chest there Haven, Mich.,(that belcg the plaoewhera the cirnothing so good as a piece of flannel cuit court for OtMwa ooanty ts bolden),on
dampened with Chamberlain’s Pain Monday, the Twenty-fourth day ofDeemher,
Balm and bound on over the seat of
pain. It affords prompt and perma- A. D, 1894, at 11 o’clock In the forenoon of aald
nent
will of- day. Th« said mortgagedpremlsos lo be sold
‘ relief and if used In
In time
.....
ten prevent a cold from resulting in being described la eald mortgage as follows >pneumonia. The same treatment is a All that certainpiece or pares! of land attnsure cure for lame back. For sale by ated in tbatowni hip of Zealand, ooanty of Ottawa, and atate of Michigan, described os follows,
ballots were used, when only Heber Walsh
to wit: The North One-balf <NK) of the North
one was necessary. The supreme
lm-41
one-half (N HI of the South-Weei Quarter (B. W.
court at Lansing, however, decides
of the Booth- West Quarter (8. W. 14) of Seethat the will of a majority of the peoThere is more catarrh In this sec- tiou Numbered Twenty-one(81), tn towneklp
ple as expressed at the ballot box is su- tion of the country than all the ot- oombered Five (5) North of range Fourteen (14)
preme. Thereforeon December 1 the her diseases put together, and until West, being Ten (10) acres of land more or less,
county seat of this county with a pop- the last few yeais was supposedto be accordingto U B. survey.
ulation of 60,000, will be removed from incurable.
Dated Holland. 6epi. 28th, A. D. 1894.
For a great many years doctors pro
the village of Berrien Springs to
Albkhtoh G. VAx Hum
the city of St Joseph. The board of nounced it a local disease, and preAssignee of Mortgage.
scribed local treatment, and by conGehiiit J. Dikkkma,
supervisors is now at work on plans

tocure

act. sure

ceedings.

Becomes the Coaoty Heat of Berrien County— To Erect New Buildings.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

Office over Holland City State Bank,.

JOSEPH WINS.

B

Prepared by Dr. J.C.Aysr*Co.,Low«U,Mim
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Yitalizer
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DENTIST,
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Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.I took a

DR, A.

ing the

Horsford’s yaking

LIVE
—

and had about decided to sit np all night
in my easy chair, and procure what
sleep I could in that way. It then occurred to me that I had a bottle of

Cor. 9th and River Sts.,

HOLLAND,

new

SK

Hall, 217 Genessee St,

Lock port N. Y., says :

-

BEST GOODS
HONEST WEIGHT
LOWEST PRICES

\

six cents a efin by

i

BUTTER

FRESH EGGS

canv^ave

.".ass

lured by Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

Mrs. P. D.

CHOICE

You

majorities.Corrected returns make what In his opinion, bo considereJ a
BROCKTON, MASS.
ag
Yea can ea
it certain that Donovan, of Bay good defence:—
That when he went to the lady's
rgest manufacturers Ml
county, will be the only democrat iu
Because,
Mortgage Sale.
guaranfcew
_______
idvertiseashoe* In the world, end guarani
the state legislature. One of the house to board, his first question was,
TkRFAULT
HAVING BEEN MADE IN THE
features of the returns is the plurality he being a confirmed dyspeptic, If t he
82
conditionsol payment of a certainmortg >ge,
the middleman’sprofit*.Ourtbotf
______and
____________
<hoen
the populistcaudidate for governor bread was good. He had been assur- mode tod executedby Gerrit Von Dalit and rices
•qual custom work fn style, easy fittltf «M
ed
that
it was, hut upon taking up his
received over the democratic in six
Femke Van Dalit hie Wife, of the townshipof
aring qualities.We have Ihetn aold ev*^.
counties. Not more than three coun- quarters he found that it was not only Zeeland, ooanty of Ottawa and atate of Miohlgsn, vhere at lower prices for the value given than
iny other make. Take no substitute. If
not good but was sour and heavy, and
ties in the state showed nemocratio
partlee of the first part, to Johnannee G. Van
cdmwt supply you
you, we can. Sold b
lealcr cannot
by '
that by reason of this he htfd suffered
supremacy. Republicans elect all tortures,and had declined for this Heee of the tame pine*, party of the eeooad
G.
J.VAN
DUREN,
Holland
Mich.
part, dated the 19ch day of March. A. D. 1M\ and
(twelve) congresameD by pluralities
reason and no other, to pay his board,
recorded in the office of the Registerof Deeds of
ranging from 9,500 to 8,000.
and here he rested his case.
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the fPtb day Of
The latest returns receivedby the
The Judge had listenedwith much
March. A. D. 1885, tn liber 11 of mortgagsi, on
Free Press (dem.) show that of the interest,and upon
non the gi
gentlemau inkthirty-two state - senators elected Ing his seat, delivered himself of the pege 191 ; which laid mortgagewaa on tha 5th
-r— —
Rare oppogs
dayof December,A. D. 1891, duly asatgned by tumty for any activa man or lady. $7$
following
every one is a republican. Of the 100 following:
J. George Van Heee u administrator with the
members of the house all are repub- “I have listened with interest and
will annexed of the estate of laid Johannes Van
feeling
(having
once
been
a
dyspeptic
licans save one, John Donovan of the
Heee deceased, to Alberta* O. Van Heee of aald
Bay county district Many districts myself) to the statements and defence townshipof Zeeland; which (Old assignment *•>•?. extras* and allow 30 days
of
the
gentleman.
In
these
days
which have not returned republican
ciedil. Let ui tell vou about it P. W.
when Horsford’s Baking Powder is so woe on ibeSSthday of8eptomb«-rA.D.18941dulyre.
legislators for a quarter of century
corded la said Ottawa County Register'soffice
easily obtained, there is no excuse in
elected republicans. The legislature
the world for landladiesgiving their in liber 81 of mortgagee on pegs 78; on which
will elect two republican United States
boarders sour or heavy bread. It is mortgage there Is claimed to be doe at Uasa of
senators.
thla notice the sum of Two Hundred {Seventy
as much their duty to keep up with
For the senatorshipthere la little the Improvements of the age, to pro- Dollarsand Fifty-nine ocuts ($870 .59), besides
doubt of the reelection of Senator Mc- tect the health, if not the lives of an Attorney tea of Fifteen Dollars(81.5) provided
Millan. For the other seat in the their customers, as It Is for the rail- forbylaw:aod no salt or prooeedlngs having I. R.
npper branch of congress the avowed roads to adopt patent air-brakes and been IneUtated at law or In qulty to rrooverthe
Physician and Surgaon, '
candidatesare Senator Patton, Con- other appliances for the protectionof debt scoured by said mortgage or any part of ft
this view Notice is therefore hereby given, that by virtueof Office second floor Holland City State
ii
gressmen Burrowsand Stevenson.For their passengers, and taking
the power of eels in said mortgage oontalnod and
Bank cor. River and 8th St.
the speakership of the house there are of the case 1 find for the defendant,
the itatatein euub oaee made an$ provided,eald
and
give
notice
that
I
will
so
find
in
several aspirants. Among them are
Office hours— 8:39 to 10:30 A. x.; 2 to A
mortgage will be foreclosed by sole at pablioventhe following: W. D. Gordon, F. C. everjr case of this kind brought before
and 7 to 8 p. m.
due of the mortgigedpremia-s, or eo mooh
Chamberlain,Byron I. Waite and Job
Gan
be found at night at New Gltj
Here I woke up, and as a conse- thereof ae may ba necessary to pay the amount
T. Campbell.
Hotel.
quence, lost the remainder of the pro- due oc said mortgage with Inteveat and oust of

A Racking Cough

1

Returns Give Gov. Rich • Plursllty
of Over 104,000.

QUICKLY CURES

is

.......

.

.

GENERAL AND NERVOUS DEBILITY.

Millinery

Sfiul Eihintioi, RtuwthfBii, etc.

Completely, Perfectly and Permanently Rejuvenating the Vital Energiei: IncreasingNervous Power. Renewing the Ambition of youth and
the

COURAGE OF MANHOOD;
Restoring to Enfeebled, Enervated,
Exhausted, Devitalized, or Overworked Men and Women

Goods

new county buildings, an appropriation for this purpose having
carried by 1,000 majority at the recent
election,the sum appropriated being
for the

received at

MISS

DE VRIES

Which we

offer

&

at most

CO.

$70,000.

Nii.ks, Nov. 13.— There is a movement on foot to divide Berrien county.
The people iu the southern half are
very much disappointed at the decision
giving St Joseph the county seat,

rea-

sonable prices.
We extend an invitationto the laof Holland and vicinity U> come

PERFECT (MSTITIITIOXAL POWERS.

claiming that it will be a great inconvenience to many, who will have to
Ita extraordinaryonratlvepower manlf- ata it
and see our goods and prices.
travel 25 or 83 miles to reach St. J osepla
self almost immealatolyit it taken. Oc tlis
point the evidence of timne who have taken la
The next legislaturewill be asked to
uniform and positive. They say they can feel
P.S. Beginning July 2nd we will sell
take action. If the county is divided
the effect of every dose doing thorn good. It is
our trimmed Hats one-fourtb off, for
powerful nerve invigoratingtonic, ii. puling its
Niles will expect to be the county seat
restorativeinfluencethrough the medium of the the remainder of the season.
of the lower half.
nervous system to everv organ and tissueof the
body. It makes but little differencewhether
the constitutionalvigor has been underminedby
BAPTISTS MEET.
dies

from the results of over-mental or phvsical exertion. hardshlp.exposure,bidden drains,caprice,
or who have brought upon thomseiv- a a aerlea of
affliction*by Ignorantly or wilfully violating
nature’s laws, will find in Caton’h vitauzeii
And Nehvk Tonic the remedy for their <J«utdln
relief. It sreedllyren ove* all evidences of pro
gresal ve^jihyslc -l dt-terioration. ai d restoras the
1 energies to their natural vigor.

WHENEVER THERE

BRINK & K00L,
DEALERS IN

IS

any weakness of the vital organs, nervousness,
prostrationof the physical or mental energies,
confusion of ideas,lack of self-coi fldence, IrritabUlty of temper,melancholy, oowgrdice. weak—
- ------ knees and the hick, palpitationof
Ul
ness
of the
the heart,dragging pain in the loin, headache,
......
loncys and bladder,
-Irritation
of tha kidney*
milay urine, nernleious and hidden wastes, resulting in
a failure of the mental and physicalpower, con•titotii'gnnImpediment to success and unfitting him or her for the duties and responaibili
ties of life,it is the remedy par excellence.
A single package will be aufflclentto inaugurate the work of regeneration,and cure in mauy
casee. But stubborn cases often require more.
It will be sent, post-paid,secured from obeervaf°r .f1,00 Per P“*afe, <w 0 packagesfor
46.00. Address all orders to

U1UA,

auc

Iron,

Gasoline and

Baptist congress began Tuesday at
Baptist church.
President A. G. Slocum, of Kalamazoo
college,was chosen to preside in the
absence of Prof. E. B Hulbert, 1). D.,
dean of the divinity school of Chicago
university.Abont 200 members were
present,among them many of the
most eminent Baptist educators from
various denominationalcolleges. The
topic for discussion at the afternoon's
session was: "Tradition as a Formative Force in Baptist Doctrine and
Church Life." The essayists were Rev.
AugustineS. Carmen, of Springfield,
Ohio; Rev. Dr. Lansing Burrows, of
Augusta. Ga., and Rev. L. D. Tempi®,
of Lansing, Mich. In the evening g
reception was tendered the delegates
by Rev. and Mrs. L R. Trowbridge.
Brief addresses were made by President Harper, of Chicago university,
President James B. Angell, of the University of Michgian, and leading ministers from alb the evangelicaldenomi-

Stoves, Cook

Stoves.

A

full line of tinware,

window screens

and door screens. All small farmers
impllments, such as hand cultivators

forks, spades, shovels,and lawn

mowers, machine and linseed oils
of the best quality.

Eighth St.,

HOLLAND.

laneloas Results.

CiTON NED.

00., Boston,

has.

From a letter written by Rev. J.
Gundermann. of Dimondale, Mich.,
we are permitted to take this ex-

nations in the city.

tract:
“I have no hesitation in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery, as the
results were almost marvelous In the
case of my wife. While I was pastor
of the Baptist church at Rives Junction she was brought down with Pneumonia succeeding La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing would last
hours with little interruptionand it
seemed as if she could not survive
them.
friend recommended Dr.
King’s New Discovery; it was quick
in its work and highly satisfactory in
result/ ^
Trial bottles 10 cts.
,

Death at Ann Arbor of Mra. Gajley
Browne.
Ann Arbor, Nov. 14.— Mra Gay ley

A

BERT DOK,
DEALER IN
Smoked Meate.
Fresh Lard always on hand.
Fish and Game io season.
We kindly solicity a share of
our former customerspatronage.
Fresh, Salt and

Market on South River St.

Piles!
Dr. Wmiarua' Indian PUa Ointment Will

CHENEY

at

H. Walsh, Holland,
A. De Krulf, Zeeland.
Regular size 50c. and 11.00,

Iw

our livery barn.

Holland,

Mich.

Xiiuielink & Son.

iu

3w

41

(51).

the Macatawa Park (trove. In the township of

Eighth

Holland, Ottawa county. Bute of Michigan.

.Street

II

Mich

dland,

HaxRT IIokuh.Administrator.

Henry Wilson, the postmaster at

October 12, A.

D.te.1

Welshton, Florida, says he cured a
case of diarrhoea of long standing in
six hours, with one small bottle of
Chamlw-rlain's Colic. Cholera and Diirrheoa Remedy. What a pleasant
rprise this must have been to the

1W4.

I).

IS-7w

Central

Mortgage Sale.
rVEFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE

^

iii

sufferer.

paymmtof

condition* of

gnee. uiu'e

Such cases are not unusual with this
remedy In many Instances only one
or wo doses are required to give permanent relief. It can he depended
upon. When reduced with water it
is pleasant to take. For sale by Hel>er Walsh.

a

IN

2fl.

A

KREMER, M.

D.

post-office.)

Pure Drugs, Chemicals,

D.

f

Soaps, Perfumery,

Michigan, on the fti'bday of March, A.D. 1886. In
ifbtr 26 of mortgages on pageG3U; on which mort-

Toilet Articles, etc.

goge there I* claimed to be dne at the time of

A

hi*

Store

recorded n tbo office of tbo Registerof

Oeedlfor the County of Ottawa, end Htate of

lm-41

Drag

(One door east of

by Abel M. Nlenhulsend Anfke

Nietbn'e. Vi T*unls Itos. dated March
1880,eud

H.

THE

certain roort-

t

full line of

noticethe sum of five hundred and fifteen

•Mian and

Domewticand Imported
Cigars.

seventy-twocents, besides an

attorney fee ef twenty .five doll

Perseriptionr
carefullyput up.

me

provided for Call* promptly answered, night or day.
; suit or proOffice hours, at office In atore-S to 9 a, m
ceedlrgs having been Inutltutedat law or In equf- and 8 to Sr. M. Residence corner Twelfth O&i

BOOK

by law and In solo mortgage and no
ty to

BINDING!!

recover the moi eyn secured by eald mort-

ttege

or

a«-y part of it;

now

Market

therefore

etreeta.

it-ly.

by virtue of the power of aale contained lo said
mortgage, and the statute In such ease made and

BRING ALL YOUR

A GOOD WOMAN GONE.

provided,notice

ii

hereby given that on

Afonday, the tith day of January, A. D. 1895.

MAGAZINES,

at II

o'elookIn the forenoon,I shall sell at pub-

lic audio

PAPER,
J,

A.

i,

lo the highest bidder,at the north

front door of the Court House la the City of

OLD BOOKS,

Browne died Tuesday morning of
heart disease, aged 66 years. The
children surviving her are Prof.
Charles Gayley, Berkley, Cal; David
Browne, of Cleveland, O.; Prof.

Lota forty-nine(49). fifty<5«) and flfty-ono

J. II.

Woodward Avenue

Rubber and Ragp
Wood

Address

F. J.

al

and NOTIONS.
Scrap

Home Baker

DE GRAAF,

TINWARE

STOVES,

THOSE WHO SUFFER

BLOM.JR.

Grove, In the township of Holland,
We make a specialty of home-made
& CO.. Toledo. O.
in the county of Ottawa in the Htute
bread, tine table rusk, cakes, pies, the
WSold by druggists, 75c. 41-lm of Michigan, pureuaut to License and authority
finest buns in the city, cookies or anygranted to me on the Eighth day of October, A
0. 1K®|, by the I’rohat-'Court of Ottawa Com ty.
thing in tlie confectionaryline. Our
Horn Clipping.
Ulohigan, all of the estate, right, titleand kfc*- fine table rusk we sell at 10 cents per
Having just received one of the la- oit of the said deceased of. Iu and to the real es- pound.
Twelfth National Congress in Seulon at
test improved clippers we are now pre- tate situatedand being In the City of Bollard,
Detroit.
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 14.— The pared to do Horse clippingon short County of Ottawa In the Bute of Michigan,
notice at reasonable prices. Call at Known and deacrlhed us followsto-wlt:
M. C.
twelfth annual meeting of the Nation-

*•

acute disease, overwork, or certain mischievous
indiacretlons; or whether the broken down condition is called by one name or other, so long as
there is nervous exhaustion, general or local
weakness-so long as enervation and debility
are the type of the ailment,this Is the remedy.

stantly falling to cure with local treatAttorney for Assignee.
ment. pronounced it Incurable. SciIf you are not using this flour try it
ence has proven catarrh a constituand be sure that your barrel 1b brand*
tional disease,and, therefore,requires
Administrator’s Sale.
ed like this and see that in every or
constitutionaltreatment. Hall’s Casack Is found a circular.Sold by
tarrh Cure, manufacturedby F. J.
In the Hatter of the Kaiete of John J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the on- Andereoo, deceased.
G.
ly constitutional cure in the market.
Notice le hereby Riven tbut I shall (ell at
It is taken internally iu doses fromriO
1’ublicAacUon. to the highest bidder,ou Haturdrops to a teaspoonful. It acts dii»y.
rectly on the blood and mucous surthe firstday of December, A. D. J80t,
faces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it falls to at Ten o'clock In the fore.noon,at the cottage
/> th* premise* herein offered for sale, to wit:
cure.
First Ward.
Send for circulars and testimonials. onLjta4U, 60 and 51, In the Haoatawa Park

Grand Haven. Ottawa County, (that being the
place where the CircuitCourt for Ottawa County
Is bolden),the premises deeorib' d In said mortgage. or so much thereofas may be necessary to
pay the amount dne on eald morgage, with seven
per cent. Interest, and all legal eoets, together
with an attorney'sfee of twenty-five dollars,
covenanted fur therein, the premises being de-

Etc.

Kooyers

Andrew Browne, of the public
schools of Chicago; Sarah and

Room 4 2nd floor, Van der Veen
Block, Cor. Eigth and River Streets, scribed in eald mortgage ae all that ocrtaln lot.
Holland,Mich.
pleoe. and parcel of land, situated tn the
married twice. With her first husband
township of Olive. County of Ottawa and State
she spent ten years as missionary in
of Michigan, and known and described ae folChina. Her life was one of great uselows : All of the north west quarter of the south
fulnesa She was a great worker in
Newspapers and Periodicals east quarter of section twenty («), town six (6)
the Presbyterian church. She was the
north of range fifteen (15) west, containing In oil
organizerof the Woman’s leagne in
Can be obtained at reduced rates of
forty scree of land, be the same more or lees.
in this citv.
city. Leave
Leave
the university and exerted great in- the local agent in
Dated November 2, A. D. 1694.
your
orders
for
any
publication
in
the
fluence for good among the young
Abend
Trims Bos,
women who attended the university. U . S. or Canada at the Post Office, with
John, of Ann Arbor. She had been

Vibschxb,

Fear Big Snwesses.

Attorney for

Her loss will be felt by an unusually
Having the needed merit to more Urge circle of friends.
C.
Keyzer,
than make good all the advertising
Holland,Mich., May 6. 1891. 16tf
claimed for them the following four
Carter Seeks Damages.
remedies have reached a phenomenal St. Joseph, Nov. 18.— Thornton Carsale. Dr. King’s New Discovery, for ter has commenced suit for $6,000
consumption,coughs and colds, each against the St Joseph Herald for
bottle guaranteed— Electric Bitters, damages cUimed to have been sus- J.
the great remedy for liver, stomach,
andkidneys. Bucklen’f Arnica Salve, tained on account of an article printed Homeopathic Physician and
In the paper. Carter is the man who
the best in the world, and Dr. King’s
Surgeon. Specialist bn
New Life Pills, which are a perfect haa become quite famous In the newspill. All these remedies are guaran papers because of his religiousbelief.
EYE, Eik, HOSE 111 TIKOiT.
teed to do just what is claimed for
, A TaesuseyFilled.
them and the dealer whose name is Laxsoto, Nov. 10.— Gov. Rieh apOffice Houbb until 9.-00 a. m.;
attached herewith will be glad to tell
pointed William J. Spears, of Vasear, from H until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. m.
you more abont them.
a member of the board of trustees for
Sold
15, Eighthst.Holland, lieh.
'
Heber Walsh, Holland, the institution for the deaf and dumb
at Flint, vie# James A Trotter, of Vaa
A. De^ruif, Zeeland.

-
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Mortgagee.
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Bool,

HOTEL IIPEU1L and
Co"~
19thM
ek.Chlgttgo.
One of
Booms $1.00

bert-

Bend lor otranimrl
a block Ifrom latest, exit of the new Mich
Half at
Station.
baggage delivered free
Mleb. Centraldepot
•ary. Look out to* ©nr porter ol lb# station,
yon waut'Oomtort,oonventoDoe and eooooa

_

D.WETMORE,M.D.gsrs
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Mortgagee.

De
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lOTEL iiriftllLClICm

Fall and Winter
nillinery.

XATEST STYLES!
Uudrf

htite-

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT!

MODERATE PRIOES!

UntU

further notice all Uundry for
the Hoiland City Steam Laundry can
I cordially invite the Ladies
he left and called for at the , places land to come and examine
and MtfctT thmurireio
heretofore designated.
G. J. A. PassiNK/Prop.
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